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CHAPTER I
Statement of Problem and Review of Related Research
PROBLEM
The problem of this thesis is to determine whether it is better to
show a motion picture before a reading unit or after a reading unit,
THE VALUE OF VISUAL AIDS
Motion pictures were utilized in this experiment because there is
a growing interest in and demand for visual aids in our educational program
today.
Visual education is employed in a variety of ways. In teaching
children more about the foods they eat, like carrots, potatoes, pineapple
and dates, it has been suggested by Miller-1- that we have them bring in a
seed or a slice that will sprout and watch it grow in the classroom,
A story becomes more vivid to children when they dramatize it.
Rowland2 told how a play changed a group of children for the better. She
reported that it helped them to get along with each other and to be more
charming. It helped them to live in a democracy. It stimulated new and
better pupil-teacher relationships.
l/ Edith F, Miller, nKitchen Gardening in the Classroom", American Childhood
Vol. 31, (February, 1946) p. 13
Zj Helen G. Rowland, "Dramatics: An Instrument for Guidance", The English
Journal
,
Vol, 36 (January, 1946) pp. 29-33
*. . ,
.
Museums have a great deal to offer in the field of visual education,
A trip to the Brooklyn Children's Museum is a sort of reward for individual
effort. Each child must justify his membership for the trip by progress in
scientific studies. The Pick and Hammer Club of Mineralogy requires certain
accomplishments before joining the expeditions.^
The most popular and widely used type of visual education is the motion
picture. Idealists suggest that we teach about various parts of the world
by taking children there in planes. 2 This is an excellent suggestion but
very impractical at the present time. Gregory3 therefore substitutes the
idea of using motion pictures as a more practical means of achieving the
same end. It has also been pointed out by Hoff^ that motion pictures
should be used as a complement to costly, prolonged, often less efficient
procedures of field trips and excursions.
Motion pictures have become an important part of our educational
program because they visualize relationships, they enable the student to
participate in the film by identifying himself with the problem or problems
of the drama and make it more appealing and easier to understand.® Motion
pictures can also convey information, attitudes or suggestions for
conduct that heretofore children have obtained from books. Thus it provides
g
culture for children who do not go to high school or college.
2/ E.M.Moore, Youth in Museums , (Philadelphia: Oxford University Press, 1941)
. 115 pp
.
2/ W.M.Gregory, "Travel Study Via 16mm. Films”, .American School Board Journal
Vol. Ill (December, 1945) p. 50y Ibid., p.50
4/ Arthur Hoff, "Movies vs. Field Trips”, Educational Digest
Vol. 8, (October, 1942)' pp. 49-51
5/ Irwin Lee Glatstein, "Movies in Inter-group Education", Education
e./ va -i t.o , .
Vo1, 66
» (January, 1946) pp‘T’52G-328J -dgar Dale, Seeking New Educational Objectives Through the Use of Films",
Education
,
Vol 58, (April, 1938) pp. 460-467
**
-
.
.
Hoban^ enumerated the following uses for motion pictures in education:
''(1) They bring the world into the classroom. (2) They stimulate the interest
and activity of pupils. (-3) They give rise to self-expression and self-
development. (4) They greatly aid the retarded child. (5) They contribute
to economy of time, enrichment of the curriculum, development of attitudes
and knowledge and skills.”
Materials or learning activities that involve a great deal of seeing,
feeling, hearing and active participation on the part of the pupils have
the greatest value in educating children. The antitheses of these methods
of education are learning situations or instructional materials that are
exclusively verbal. Within this range of activities that vary in terms
of the degree to which symbolism is involved, films receive a high rating.
^
Schenk3 placed so much value on motion pictures that he said that no
story was ever told, exactly as it happened, until the film and sound film
movie recorded and retold the story because the effectiveness of
communicating via the vehicle of semantics is wholly dependent upon
previously developed concepts on the part of the reader or listener.
In summarizing the use of visual aids over a period of 25 years.
Freeman^ said that visual education increases the effectiveness of
instruction 15%, He gave an insight to the value of motion pictures in
the curriculum when he said, "Language remains and always will remain the
predominant means to intellectual growth and communication. The ideas
l/ C.F. Hoban Jr. "Outlook for Films in Education", National Educational
Association Journal
,
Vol. 26, (March, 1937) pp. 91-52V S.M. Corey, "The Importance of Perceptual Learning", Educational Screen,
Vol. 24, (November, 1945) PP . 394-397y J.F. Schenk, "No Story Was Ever Told Until—" Educational Screen,
Vol. 23, (September, 1944) pp. 290+y F.N. Freeman, "Visual Education From a 25 Year Perspective",
Screen
,
Vol. 25, (January, 1946) pp. 15-16
Educational
.t
-
«
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'
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developed through language are built on our experience and received through
our senses, the most comprehensive of which is vision. "1
USE OF FILMS IN VARIOUS FIELDS
1. Primary Grades
Films yield definite values in the primary grades when they are
accurately selected to fit a particular situation. ^ For example, Sherman3
used films to advantage in teaching the unit "Gray Squirrel” in first
grade
•
The reason why films are valuable in the primary grades is given by
Norberg4 when he says, "Primary teachers must provide experiences that will
give adequate background and stimulation for young readers. Educators are
widely agreed that experiences of sufficient variety and depth are
prerequisite to reading."
2. Teaching the Retarded Child
There are indications that motion pictures are an effective methoc
of teaching the retarded child. CoreyS has stated that, "Bright people learn
more from limited perceptual experiences than do dull people. Boys and
girls who have fine minds need fewer perceptual experiences as a basis for
their generalizations. Pupils with a low I.Q. require a great deal of
audio-visual instruction."
l/ Ibid., p. 16
2
,/ W.A. Wittich and W.A. Southern, "Do Films serve the Primary Grades",
Educational Screen
,
Vol. 23, (December, 1944) pp. 426-42
3/ M. Sherman, "Using Films to Correlate a 1st grade Subject", Educational
Screen
,
Vol. 19, (January, 1940) pp. ll-13.
4/ K.D. Norberg, "Films in the Reading Program", Educational Screan,
Vol. 25, (October, 1946) pp. 440-4'42
5/ S. M. Corey, op. cit., p. 204
V'
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On of the uses for motion pictures given by Hoban^ is that they aid
o
the retarded child. Gray* also stated that mentally retarded children
are able to learn more from a film than printed material.
3. Social Studies
Motion pictures are an effective aid to teaching in the field of
social studies because social studies seem to be particularly adaptable
to integration with motion pictures and they also stimulate teachers to
more original and broader use than in other fields. The vitality which
exists in the use of motion pictures in this field may be explained by
the fact that the film material in this area relates to present issues
rather than past events. The .American Council on Rducation^ reported that
teachers who have used motion pictures in this area have observed that
their use of films has emotionalized and visualized content, has
stimulated relational thinking, has shifted and modified attitudes and
has stimulated original and creative expression.
4. Science
The use of films in the teaching of science would appear to have
value for children of all ages in school. They are practical substitutes
for travel and show at least selected views of strange topography, exotic
plant and animal forms and the activities of people in foreign lands.4
j/c.F. Hoban op. cit. p. 91.
2/ H.A. Gray, "Sound Film for Reading Programs", School Executive,
Vol 60, (February, 1941) pp. 24-25
.
3/American Council on Education Studies
,
(Washington, D.C.: American Council
on Education/, September, 1940, 118 pp.
4/ Ibid ., p. 75-76
'*
. -
Rulon^ carried on an experiment that consisted of presenting General
Science instructional material to ninth grade students. The object of the
experiment was to "evaluate numerically the educational effectiveness of
the sound motion picture in the teaching of a school subject." One of the
groups used only tne textbook, the other used both the text and the films.
In terms of immediate student achievement his results indicated that, "The
teaching technique employing the motion picture film was 20.5 percent more
effective from the instructional standpoint than was the usual unaided
presentation."
5# Reading
Films when properly used can contribute to the development of reading
ability. Gray2 enumerated the following reasons why films contribute
to the reading program,
" (1) Vocabulary is developed because they hear the
word and see its meaning simultaneously, (2) The mentally retarded are able
to learn more from a film than printed material, (3) The film enriches their
education because it takes the children to places they could not visit, (4)
Films provide motivation for the beginning reader."
RETENTION
Many investigations have been carried on to show the effectiveness of
motion pictures on the retention of subject matter. In analyzing the use
of educational motion pictures by two methods, Krasker5 made the
J/P.J. Rulon, The Sound Motion Picture in Science Teaching, (Clinton: Colonial
Tress Inc'. 1933 ) 23T^p.
2/E.A, Gray, op. cit., p. 24-25
"bj Abraham Krasker, "Critical Analysis of Use of Educational Motion Pictures
by Two Methods", (unpublished Doctor's thesis, Boston
University School of Education, 1940)
'-
.
.
.
.
. .
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7the following conclusions*
”1. The size of the class affects learning, a classroom size is
more effective,
"2, To measure the amount of learning due to a certain method, pre-test,
"3. The educational motion picture increased factual learning,
”4, More important information than factual may be the result of a
motion picture,”
In a study to determine the value of motion pictures as an aid to
teaching a unit in seventh grade social studies. Water s^- reported that a
gain of 2% was made on factual material, a gain of 3% was made in
appreciation and a gain of 10% was made in retention. The 10% increase
seems to be caused by interest supplied by the movies.
In an experiment with seventh grade children Tilton^ found that when
films were used in teaching history, the experimental group gain in
enrichment exceeded the control group gain by 19 percent. The gain in
retention of the experimental group exceeded the control group gain by
about 12 percent. The gain in interest of the experimental group was
10% over the control group.
In regard to retention of subject matter Rulon^ concluded that,”The
technique employing films has shown a higher learning effect on retention
tests than upon immediate tests. We must therefore conclude that among
the most important merits of the motion picture technique is its ability,
l/ W.A.Waters, "Are Motion Pictures of Value as Aid to Effective Teaching
of a Unit in Seventh Grade Social Studies", (Unpublished
Master's thesis, Boston University School of Education, 1934)
2/j.W. Tilton, Motion Pictures in History Teaching, (New Haven; Yale
University Press, 192 9) 182 pp
.
j^/P.J. Rulon, op. cit. p. »
*.
• t
8”1. To create lasting impressions.
"2. To provide clarity of presentation.
”3. To furnish experiential clues by which the subject matter may be
better understood and longer remembered.
The tests given by Rulon^ in connection with his study showed that the
retained gain of the film group was 38.5$ greater than that of the control
group
.
METHOD OF PRESENTATION
There is a considerable amount of controversy as to when a film should
be presented in a unit of work. The method most widely used is described
by Gregory^ as follows: " (1) The film should be previewed by the teacher
before showing it to the class, (2) Prepare for the film by putting
questions on the blackboard, the answers to which will be found in the film.
(3) Show the film. (4) Follow up the film with a discussion period. ( 5 )
Have the pupils determine and carry out activities suggested by the film.”
In an experiment performed by Weber^ to determine whether it would be
more effective to show a film before a lesson or after it, the following
conclusions were made: (l) When a correlated film is used as an aid in a
seventh grade geography class, it will increase the effectiveness of the
lesson. (2) Since pictures provide vicarious experiences they should
precede the lesson when the subject matter is relatively foreign to the
learners.
l/ Rulon, op. cit. p, 99
G.Gregory, ”How Can We Vitalize Our Teaching Through Visual and Audio-
Visual Aids”, Grade Teacher
,
Vol. 64, (January, 1947) 44-45
Z/ J.J. Weber, Comparative Effectiveness of Some Vi sual Aids in Seventh
Grade Instruction, (Chicago: Educational Screen Inc, 1922) 131pp.
.'
,
'
.
*
.
9Rulon1 also favors showing a film at the beginning of a lesson when he
says, "The showing of a film at the end of the period in which it has already
been presented once and discussed fails to give any evidence of increased
learning on the part of the children. This suggests that the greater
usefulness of the film has been obtained by presenting it at the beginning
of the period where it could be followed by discussion."
According to Gray^ "films have definite value for the purpose of
summarizing a unit of instruction and they also serve as an interest
motivating device for introducing a unit."
The type of film being shown seems to have a great deal to do with the
2procedure involved in showing it to the children. The American Council
reported that, "After seeing 'The Plow that Broke the Plains', most students
were of the opinion that the film should be shown before extensive reading
was done. Contrariwise, it seems best to present 'The Life of William Tyndale
'
after background material has been studied. A ninth grade class with no
background in the English Renaissance found little interest and small stimulus
in the picture while an eleventh grade class which had already made an
extensive study of this period found much in the film to enrigh this back-
ground. Science films, particularly those in the Erpi series, require
extensive background since they are highly condensed and highly technical.
Vftiile they may possibly be used to introduce a unit, experience at Tower Hil!
indicates that such films serve best to supplement and interpret the results
of laboratory projects and class demonstrations. Films that deal with
complicated subjects and are crowded with technical material can be used to
better advantage at the end rather than at the beginning of a unit."
]/ Rulon, op. cit., p. 17
j/ H. A. Gray, "Instructional Sound Film Utilization", Educational Screen,
Vol. 18, (January, 1939) pp. ltKl2.
3/ American Council, op. cit. p. 85.
-.
*
'
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The number of times a film should be shown also depends upon the type
of material being studied. In regard to this point Dale* said, "If
the children and teacher feel there are certain important points that they
want to clear up, then the film should be shown again. If the material is
well known no repetition is necessary."
In the Meadowbrook School in Norfolk, Virginia all films are shown
at least twice. The procedure is as follows: (l) Questions are presented
by the teacher, (2) Film is shown. (3) Film is discussed and viewed again,
or, they return to their rooms, carry on their discussion and hunt for more
2
material before returning to see the film again.
Rulon used each film three times in his experiment. The first day
the film group had text books but no film. The second day they had the film,
text book and film again. The third day they had no film again and on the
fourth day they had the film at the beginning of the lesson. As a result
of his experiment he says, "It is possible that fewer projections of the
films would have sufficed to extract most of their instructional value."
As a means of getting the most out of a film, Park^ suggested the
following steps: (1) Use films that make direct contributions to the
subject. (2) Pupils must know why they are viewing a film and what they
expect to see. (3) Show the film and provide an atmosphere conducive
to a careful viewing. (4) Following the projection hold a discussion group.
^/Edgar Dale, "New Understanding Through Visual Aids", Education,
Vol. 58, (October, 1937) pp. 65-67.
j^/Ruth Livermon, "The Use of Motion Pictures in an Elementary School",
Educational Sctewen
,
Vol. 17, (November, 1938) pp. 285-287.
Z/ Rulon, op. cit., p\ 45
4/ j. Park, "Getting More Value from Classroom Film", Clearing House,
Vol 20, (November, 1945) pp. 172-173.
s-
(5) Show the film a second time. (6) Conduct more discussions and supplement
the film with textbooks and reports. (7) Summarize the content and fit it
into the pattern of the subject.
In reporting the use of films in the Santa Barbara Schools for a period
of two years, the American Council on Education^- summarized by saying,
/’
"Teachers reported that there was no formulae which would indicate the
"best" way in which to use films. No set procedure could be effectively
developed for the use of specific kinds of films, no "method" of approach
could be called the "right" one. Teachers also came to realize that no
"best" number of showings could be determined. Here, again, the number
of times a film was shown was determined by the teaching situation."
CONCLUSIONS OF RESEARCH
As a result of the foregoing research, the following conclusions have
been made.
1. There is a growing interest in motion pictures in our schools today.
2. Since motion pictures increase learning in various subjects, they
can be used effectively in supplementing a reading unit.
3. The retention of learning acquired as the result of a specific unit
is increases by the use of motion pictures.
4. When a unit of work is supplemented by a motion picture of the
narrative type, one showing is sufficient.
5. Whether it is better to show a motion picture at the beginning of
a unit or at the end of a unit is more or less arbitrary.
Consequently, this study has been undertaken to determine whether it is
better to show an educational motion picture at the beginning of a unit as an
introduction or at the end to summarize the unit.
]/ American Council on Education Studie s, (Washington, D.C.: American Council
on Education}* Vol. 5 May, 1941, p. 172
«-
'
•
»
CHAPTER II
Plan of Experiment
1. Purpose
Since educational motion pictures are an effective device that can be
used to increase the amount of learning gained from a reading unit and since
one showing of the narrative type educational motion picture is sufficient
on the primary and intermediate level to produce the desired educational
outcomes, this experiment has been undertaken to determine whether the
showing would be more effective before the reading unit or after the
reading unit*
This experiment employs two methods of presenting films*
Method I* The film is shown BEFORE the reading unit.
Method II. The film is shown AFTER the reading unit.
The specific questions to be answered are:
1* Which method produces superior motivation, i.e., is a child
more interested in a unit when he sees the film BEFORE he does the reading,
or, is he more interested in a unit when he knows he is going to see a film
AFTER he has done the reading?
a. Which method produces superior motivation in the bright
group?
b. Which method produces superior motivation in the average
group?
c. Which method produces superior motivation in the slow
group?
2. Which method produces more retention, i.e., when the recall
-12-
.*
.
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is delayed, does a child remember more of the material presented in the
unit when the film is shown BEFORE a reading unit as an introduction to
the unit, or, when the film is shown AFTER the reading unit to summarize
the unit?
a. "Which method produces better retention in the bright
group?
b. Which method produces better retention in the average
group?
c • Which method produces better retention in the slow
group?
II. Choosing the Films
In choosing the films that were to be used in the experiment, it was
taken into consideration that the films should be of a narrative
educational type, within the interest level of grades 3 to 5, should
contain parallel subject matter, and pertain to a topic that could be
supplemented by a reading unit.
Lists of films were obtained from the Boston University Library and
from the Visual Aids Department at Boston University. Films on science,
animal life and social studies were previewed in the Visual Aids Department.
The films chosen were two Erpi Classroom Filins, Mexican Children
and Navajo Children.
These motion pictures were 16 mm. sound films of black and white
print that were plain and easy to understand. They had a clear, interesting
running commentary by a male voice synchronized with the visual material.
The cast of characters, the costumes and settings provided an air of
authenticity. The characters in both films said a few words in their
native dialect which made it more realistic. These words were translated
by the commentator. The subject matter of the films was parallel and
*.
could bo supplemented with a reading unit. The films were of the
narrative educational type within the interest level of grades 3 to 5.
Consequently, these two films were considered suitable for the
experiment,
III, The Reading Units,
The first reading stories that were prepared where rejected because
they were built up from the manuel that accompanies the film. Although
they were written on three levels of difficulty, nevertheless, the content
was much too narrow and the stories were merely a word picture of the film.
It was decided to write a unit of 5 stories, preceded by an
introduction on each topic, Mexican Children and Navajo Children,
Before the reading units were written, several children’s books, on
various grade levels, pertaining to the topics of the films were read.
The books read in connection with the Mexican unit were:
Bannon, Laura, Manuela’ s Birthday in Old Mexico
,
Whitman, A, 1939
D'harnoncourt, Rene, Mexicana
,
Knopf, 1931
Garrett, Helen, Ange lo
,
the Naughty One
,
Viking, 1944
Heal, Edith, Dogie Boy
,
Whitman, A, 1943,
May, Stella Burke, My Neighbor Mexico
,
Rand McNally, 1936
Perkins, L.F., Mexican Twins
,
Houghton, 1915
The books read in connection with the Navajo Indian unit were:
Armer, Luara Adams, Waterless Mountain
,
Longmans, 1931
Clark, Ann Nolan, Little Navajo Bluebird
,
Viking, 1943
Dearborn, Frances Ross, How the Indians Lived
,
Ginn, 1927
Drake Francis, Samuel, Indian History for Young Folks
,
Harper, 1927
Holling, Holling C,, The Book of Indians, Platt, 1935

15
La. Rue, Mabel Scudder, Little Indians
,
Macmillan, 1934
Vestal, Stanley, Kit Carson
,
Houghton, 1928
In writing the stories that were to make up the units, it was
considered necessary to provide for individual differences by writing the
stories on three levels of difficulty. In order to be adaptable to an
average fifth grade, it was planned to write the stories on approximately
fifth, fourth and third grade levels. The stories on fifth grade level
were for the bright group, the stories on fourth grade level were for the
average group and the stories on third grade level were for the slow
group
.
In order to correlate the stories in the reading units with the
material presented in the films, the setting that was used in the film
was also used in the stories, and the characters in the movies were made
the basis for the characters found in the stories. The stories also
made the same generalizations as the films in regard to the type of work
the people engage in and the type of home, food and clothing the people
use.
To keep the subject matter in the units as parallel as possible, the
same outline of stories was used for each unit. First of all there was an
introduction to the study, then there were five stories as follows:
Story No. 1 dealt with the life of the Mexican people and the Navajo
Indians before the influence of the white man.
The Mexican story was called Before the White Man Ceme
The Navajo story was called Primitive Navaj os.
Story No. 2 told about the way in which the white people conquered the
Mexicans and Navajo s.
The Mexican story is about Cortez and was called Spanish
people come to Mexico.
..
-
,
The Navajo story was called Kit Carson and the Navajo Indians.
Story No. 3 described life today among the Mexican and Navajo people*
The Mexican story was called The Garcia Family.
The Navajo story was called On a Navajo Reservation.
Story No. 4 was an animal story in each unit.
The Mexican story was called The Pet Show.
The Navajo story was called The Sheep Dip*
Story No. 5 told about the results of education among the Mexican and
Navajo people*
The Mexican story was called An Indian Who Became President.
The Navajo story was called At the Trading Post.
Each unit of stories was written on approximately fifth grade level
for the bright group, then on fourth grade level for the average group,
and finally on third grade level for the slow group.
A copy of the Mexican unit on the three levels of difficulty may be
found in the Appendix.
^
A copy of the Navajo unit on the three levels of difficulty may be
found in the Appendix.
2
IV. Tests
After the reading units had been written, tests were built to measure
the learning obtained in each unit. A set of 25 questions was prepared for
the Mexican unit and a set of 25 questions was prepared for the Navajo unit.
The tests were made on approximately fifth, fourth and third grade levels
to measure the learning in the corresponding units.
\/ Appendix, p. 76
2/ Appendix, p.37
.*
,
,
>
*
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Each set of questions consisted of four parts.
a. 5 completion sentences.
b. 5 multiple choice sentences.
c. 5 matching or defining sentences.
d. 10 essay type questions.
Samples of the completion sentences from the Mexican unit are as
follows
:
In Test I for the bright group.
1. Before the white men came to Mexico the people who lived
there were .
2. The white men found many beautiful in Mexico
3. The Aztecs made ornaments and jewelry from and
4* was the ruler of the Aztecs.
5. The Aztecs brought the things they had to sell to
Pilgrims market Columbus silver
cities Aztecs gold diamonds
pottery town Montezuma
In Test I for the slow group.
1. Indians lived in Mexico.
2. men came to Mexico.
and3. They found much
________
4. The ruler of the Aztecs was
5. The Aztecs brought to market to sell.
Pilgrims corn silver
cities Aztecs Columbus
white Montezuma gold
Samples of the multiple choice sentences from the Navajo unit are
as follows:
In Test I for the average group.
1. The Navajo Indians were quiet ssvage qfraid.
2. Kit Carson was a Pilgrim an Indian a soldier.
.«
,
.
-
*
.
.
.
.
,
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3. Navajo Indians raise sheep cattle reindeer.
4. The Navajo Indians make blankets out of straw cotton wool.
5. The Navajo women sell blankets to other Indians at the fair
at the Trading Post.
In Test I for the slow group.
1. The Navajo Indians liked to fight sing sleep,
2. Kit Carson was a soldier an Indian a Pilgrim.
3. Navajo Indians get wool from cows sheep horses.
4. The Navajo Indians make blankets from straw cotton wool,
5. The home of a Navajo Indian is a hogan a ship a log cabin.
Samples of the matching or defining sentences from the Mexico unit
are as follows:
In Test I for the bright group.
1. adobe sunny days and cool nights
2. roof mud bricks dried in the sun
3. sombrero a shawl worn over the head
4. rebozo something to give shade
5. plateau red tile
cold high mountains
a large blanket
In Test I for the slow group.
1. In Mexico the people speak
2. The men and boys wear
3. The women and girls wear
4. Some cities in Mexico
5. We can go to Mexico
in one day and one night.
English.
big hats called sombreros,
wooden shoes,
shawls on their heads,
are very old,
Spanish.

19
Samples of the essay questions frcm the Navajo unit are as follows:
In Test I for the average group.
1. Why do the Navajo Indians move their home?
2. Why do the Navajos raise sheep?
3. Why do they bathe the sheep in sulphur?
4. Why is there so much sand around the Navajo reservation?
5. Why do the Navajos go to the Trading Post?
6. What do the Navajos use for beds?
7. Why did Kit Carson know a lot about Indians?
8. What does a hogan look like?
9. What is a silversmith?
10. What did Father sell at the Trading Post?
What did Mother sell at the Trading Post?
In Test I for the slow group.
1. What do the Navajo Indians get from sheep?
2. What do they do with the wool?
3. What do the Navajo Indians sleep on?
4. What do the Navajo Indians make out of silver?
5. Why do the Navajos go to the Trading Post?
6. What is an Indian reservation?
7. Why do they dip the sheep in sulphur?
8. What do the Navajo children learn in school?
9. What did Father sell at the Trading Post?
10. What did Mother sell at the Trading Post?
A set of questions on the Mexican unit may be found in the Appendix.*
A set of questions on the Navajo unit may be found in the Appendix. ^
V Appendix p.99
1[/ Appendix p. 58
,-
-
To measure the retention or delayed recall, a set of questions was
prepared to be administered a week after the first set of questions.
This second set, called Test l.a, consisted of the same questions as the
first set with the order re-arranged. A copy of the delayed recall tests
on the Mexican unit may be found in the Appendix. * A copy of the delayed
2
recall tests on the Navajo unit may also be found in the Appendix.
Each set of stories and questions was then prepared for a Rex-O-Graph
machine. A copy of each story and a set of questions were then run off
so that each child would have his own copy.
V Appendix, p.108
2/ Appendix, p>#67
-rr
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CHAPTER III
Conduct of Experiment
The experiment was conducted in three fifth grades in two different
school systems. In each grade the teacher was asked to divide the class
into three groups, bright, average, and slow, according to reading ability.
When the results of the children who had missed pert of the experiment
were eliminated, there remained 37 children from one school system and
19 children from the other school system, or a total of 56 children
who had performed the entire experiment.
A plan of rotation was arranged in order to equate the stories for
difficulty and to prevent the time element from influencing the results.
Experiment A was conducted in the winter with a group of 63 children.
Experiment B was conducted in the spring with a group of 26 children.
In each experiment there were two methods involved.
Method 1. Showing a film BEFORE a reading unit.
Method 2. Showing a film AFTER a reading unit.
The experiments were rotated by showing the Mexican film BEFORE the
reading unit and the Navajo film AFTER the reading unit in Experiment A
and reversing the procedure by showing the Navajo film BEFORE a reading
unit and the Mexican unit AFTER the reading unit in Experiment B.
Table I is a graphic picture of the alternating experimental plan.
-21-
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TABLE I
Plan of Procedure
Experiment A : Method I j Movie
Reading Unit (Mexico)
Group I : Method II * Reading Unit
•
• •
•
Movie (Navajo Indians)
Experiment B
%
•
• •
: Method II : Reading Unit Movie (Mexico)
Group II : Method I Movie
•
# •
Reading Unit (Navajo Indians)
By following this procedure the results of the Mexican unit in
Experiment A are combined with the results of the Navajo unit in
Experiment B to give the outcome of Method I, or. Showing a film BEFORE
a reading unit* In like manner the results of the Navajo unit in
Experiment A are combined with the results of the Mexican unit in
Experiment B to give the outcome of Method II, or. Showing a film AFTER
a reading unit.
.
At the beginning of the experiment the general procedure was explained
to the children. In Experiment A they were told that they were going to see
a movie about Mexico and then they were going to read some stories about
Mexico. When that was completed, it was explained to them that after they
had finished reading some stories about Navajo Indians they were going to
see a about Navajo Indians. In Experiment B the order was reversed. First
they were told that when they finished reading some stories about Mexico
they were going to see a movie about Mexico. When that was completed, it
was explained to them that they were going to see a movie about Navajo
Indians and then they were going to read some stories about Navajo Indians.
The stories and movies were presented to the children by the classroom
teacher. The stories were read silently during the regular reading period.
The children were allowed to ask for help on a word they could not
understand. The tests were completed by the children without any help
from the teacher.
Experiment A required two months. Method I, Showing a film BEFORE
a reading unit, was conducted first. On the first day the children
were shown the movie Mexican Children. On the second day they were given
the introduction to the unit on Mexico. On the third day they were given
story l, Before the White Man Came. On the fourth day they were given
Story 2, Spanish People Come to Mexico and Story 3, The Garcia Family.
On the fifth day they were given Story 4, The Pet Show. On the sixth
day they were given Story 5, An Indian Who Became President. On the
seventh day they were given the immediate recall test or Test I. One
week later they were given the delayed recall test or Test I,a.
.r
.
*
*
- * .•
••
'
.
*
Two weeks later Method II, Showing a film AFTER a reading unit, was
conducted. On the first day the children were given the Introduction to
the unit on Navajo Indians. On the second day they were given Story I,
Primitive Navajos. On the third day they were given Story 2, Kit Carson
and the Navajo Indians and Story 3, On a Navajo Reservation. Or the
fourth day they were given Story 4, The Sheep Dip. On the fifth day they
were given Story 5, At the Trading Post. On the sixth day they were shown
the movie Navajo Children. On the seventh day they were given the
immediate recall test or Test I. One week later they were given the
delayed recall test or Test I. a.
Experiment A was given to 63 children in two fifth grades. When the
results of the children who had missed part of the experiment were
eliminated, there remained 37 children who had completed Experiment A.
Experiment B also required two months. Method II, Showing a film
AFTER a reading unit was conducted first. On the first day the children
were given the Introduction to the unit on Mexico. On the second day they
were given Story I, Before the White Man Came. On the third day they
were given Story 2, Spanish People Come to Mexico and Story 3, The Garcia
Family. On the fourth day they were given Story 4, The Pet Show. On the
fifth day they were given Story 5, An Indian Who Became President. On the
sixth day they were shown the movie Mexican Children. On the seventh day
they were given the immediate recall test or Test I. One week later they
were given the delayed recall test or Test I. a.
Two weeks later Method I, Showing a film BEFORE a reading unit was
conducted. On the first day the children were shown the movie Navajo
Children. On the second day they were given the Introduction to the unit
on Navajo Indians. On the third day they were given Story I, Primitive
Navajos. On the fourth day they were given Story 2, Kit Carson and the
,€
.
,
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.
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Navajo Indians and Story 3, On a Navajo Reservation. On the fifth day
they were given Story 4, The Sheep Dip. On the sixth day they were given
Story 5, At the Trading Post. On the seventh day they were given the
immediate recall test or Test I. One week later they were given the
delayed recall test or Test I. a.
Experiment B was given to 26 children in a fifth grade in a different
school system. When the results of the children who had missed part of the
experiment were eliminated, there remained 19 children who had completed
Experiment B.
.
CHAPTER IV
Analysis of Data
The data were analyzed to determine:
1* Whether superior motivation is produced by showing a film
BEFORE a reading unit or AFTER a reading unit.
a. in the bright group.
b. in the average group.
c. in the slow group.
2. Whether better retention is obtained by showing a film
BEFORE a reading unit or AFTER a reading unit
a. in the bright group.
b. in the average group.
c. in the slow group.
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TABLE II
Comparison of Scores of the Entire Population on Immediate Recall.
:
Mean : S.E.
: No. Score : of Mean :
Film BEFORE
Reading Unit 56 18.71
:
•
•
+.• 56 :
Film AFTER
Reading Unit 56 20.2 ± .4 !
• 9
2 S.E. 2 Critical .
Diff. 2 of Diff.2 Ratio
2 :
• •
1.49 2 ±. 68 2 2.17
The difference between 18.71, the mean obtained when the film was
shown BEFORE a reading unit, and 20.2, the mean obtained when the film
was shown AFTER a reading unit, is 1.49 in favor of showing a film
AFTER a reading unit.
The critical ratio is 2.17 which ratio falls short of the usual
standard of 3 for assured significance.
t'
.
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TABLE III
Comparison of Scores of the Entire Population on Delayed Recall
No.
: :
Mean
Score
S »E . ;
of Mean s S.E.
of Diff.
Critical
Ratio
Film BEFORE
Reading Unit 56 19.64 •+1
Diff.
.45 ± .69 .65
Film AFTER
Reading Unit
•
•
:
56 : 20.09 00,+11
The difference between 19,64, the mean obtained when the film was
shown BEFORE a reading unit, and 20,09, the mean obtained when the film
was shown AFTER a reading unit, is ,45 in favor of showing a film
AFTER a reading unit.
The critical ratio is ,65 which ratio is not statistically
significant.
c,
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TABLE IV
Comparison of Scores of Bright Group on Immediate Recall
Reading Unit > 24 : 20. 7
*
•
•
Mean S.E, : :
: No. Score of Mean : S.E, ; Critical
•
• Diff , s of Diff. : Ratio
Film BEFORE •• t :
Reading Unit : 24 18.92 ± .96 : :
: 1.78 : ± 1,08 s 1.63
± ,51
The difference between 18,92, the mean obtained when the film
was shown BEFORE a reading unit, and 20,7, the mean obtained when
the film was shown AFTER a reading unit, is 1,78 in favor of showing
a film AFTER a reading unit.
The critical ratio is 1,63 which ratio is not statistically
significant
, *
*
. . .
*
,
*
*
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TABLE V
Comparison of Scores of Bright Group on Delayed Recall
.* •
9
•
•
•
•
No. Mean
Score
S .E
.
of Mean : S.E. : Critical
Film “BEFORE : Diff. : of Diff. : Ratio
Reading Unit : • •• •
24 20.08 ±.84 : :
EiTm IFTEIT : .63 j 1.93 : .67
Reading Unit :
I 24 20.71 ±.41
The difference between 20.08, the mean obtained when the film
was shown BEFORE a reading unit, and 20.71, the mean obtained when
the film was shown AFTER a reading unit, is .63 in favor of showing
a film AFTER a reading unit.
The critical ratio is .67 which ratio is not statistically
significant.
\.
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TABLE VI
Comparison of Scores of Average Group on Immediate Recall,
•
1
•
• Mean S ,E •
i•
!
o Score of Mean
Film BEFORE
Diff.: S.E.
: of Diff.
Critical
Ratio
Reading Unit 18 18.38 -.85
Film AFTER 1.0 : “1.14 .87
Reading Unit 18 19.38 : .77
The difference between 18,38, the mean obtained when the film
was shown BEFORE a reading unit, and 19,39, the mean obtained when
the film was shown AFTER a reading unit, is 1,0 in favor of showing
a film AFTER a reading unit.
The critical ratio is ,87 which ratio is not statistically
significant.
The scores of the Average Group were obtained from a test
written on a lower level of difficulty than the test given the
Bright Group,

TABLE VII
Comparison of Scores of Average Group on Delayed Recall
•
•
•
t No.
Mean
Score
:
S.E. :
of Mean : : :
•
•
'
" :Diff. : S.E. : Critical
Film BEFORE : : of Diff.: Ratio
Reading Unit: 18 18.83 ±.76 : : :
•
• : .28 *±1.11 : .02
Film AFTER : ••
Reading Unit: 18 19.11 ±.82 :
The difference between 18*83, the mean obtained when the film
was shown BEFORE a reading unit, and 19.11, the mean obtained when
the film was shown AFTER a reading unit, is *28 in favor of showing
a film AFTER a reading unit.
The critical ratio is .02 which ratio is not statistically
significant.
The scores of the Average Group were obtained from a test
written on a lower level of difficulty than the test given the
Bright Group.
•V .
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TABLE VIII
Comparison of Scores of Slow Group on Immediate Recall
•
•
Mean : S.E.
No. Score of Mean S.E. : Critical
Diff. of Diff. : Ratio
Film BEFORE
Reading Unit 14 18.78 ± 1.09
•
•
•
•
1.43 ±1.35 : 1.05
Film AFTER
Reading Unit 14 20.21 .81
The difference between 18*78, the mean obtained when the film
was shown BEFORE a reading unit, and 20*21, the mean obtained when
the film was shown AFTER a reading unit, is 1*43 in favor of showing
a film AFTER a reading unit.
The critical ratio is 1*05 which ratio is not statistically
significant.
The scores of the Slow Group were obtained from a test
written on a lower level of difficulty than the tests given the
Bright and Average Groups*
..
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TABLE IX
Comparison of Scores of Slow Group on Delayed Reoall
No.
•
•
Mean : S.E.
Score : of Mean
Film BEFORE
Reading Unit 14
i
:
19,92 * ±1.03
Film AFTER
Reading Unit 14
•
•
:
20.42 : ± .81 :
Diff .
:
HS7E7
of Diff
.50 *+1.31
Critical
Ratio
.38
The difference between 19.92, the mean obtained when the film
was shown BEFORE a reading unit, and 20.42, the mean obtained when
the film was shown AFTER a reading unit, is .50 in favor of showing
a film AFTER a reading unit.
The critical ratio is 1.05 which ratio is not statistically
significant.
The scores of the Slow Group were obtained from a test
written on a lower level of difficulty than the tests given the
Bright and Average Groups.
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CHAPTER V
Summary and Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to determine whether it is better to
show a motion picture before a reading unit or after a reading unit.
To carry out the experiment, two films and two reading units were
used. One film was presented b efore the corresponding reading unit and
the other film was presented after the corresponding reading unit. Each
reading unit consisted of five stories and an introduction which were
written on three levels of difficulty. The experiment was performed twice.
The second time the procedure was reversed. The reading unit that was
preceded by a film in the first experiment was followed by a film in the
second experiment and the unit that was followed by a film in the first
experiment was preceded by a film in the second experiment.
The films and stories were presented to a heterogeneous population
in three fifth grades in two school systems. The experiment was carried
out' on a total population of 56 pupils.
CONCLUSIONS
1. The results were consistent to the extent that in all of the
situations analyzed a slight gain was found in favor of showing a film
after a reading unit. However, these differences were not statistically
significant.
2. There was a smaller amount of gain shown in the delayed recall
than in the immediate recall. Here again the results were consistent in
the various situations but were not statistically significant.
r*
.
,
.
*
3. Slight differences favoring showing a film after a reading unit
were found in the following situations:
a. in the bright group.
b. in the average group.
c. in the slow group.
These differences were not statistically significant.
4. When the data were analyzed, no statistically significant
difference was found in delayed recall in the following situations;
a. in the bright group.
b. in the average group.
c. in the slow group.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Because of the uniformity of the results of this experiment, it is
suggested that it be repeated under the following conditions:
1* using different subject mutter.
2. on a different grade level.
3. with a different number of cases.
, .
,
,
.
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READING UNIT ON NAVAJO INDIANS FOR THE
BRIGHT GROUP
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*uv/40 rsaji^is
Introduction 1.
li&vajo, which is sometimes spelled Nave jo, is the name of a tirbo of Indians found
living in North America# Thoy lived in huto called hoganc and had a different home for
|
"l 1 '• :
. V lived by 1:. .v -• - 1:- ' p . ' r !••••_ c £<:. c. : , .
Indian core. They made all their clothing, cooking utensil e end weapons.
The Navajoa were very fierce Indians end did not like the white esl'* Through the
bravery of &it Carson, the United States v.c s able to get control of the Navajo county.
The
.
Spanish people taught the Navajo Indian c. how to n&ks woolen yem out of
ehe' p’s wool and how to weave this yarn into c'i ;il . The Kavajo Indians made
beautiful blankets in this wee;, Thoy else 1 . how to work with silver and have
become f&moue silversmiths#
Since the Navajo Indians, like the other in United- States, are the na! ives
of United States, the govorraent has act .v-.r Vh? 1 .go parts of the country as reservations for
the Indians* On these reservations tho luiionc ec;: livs as they went to and carry on their
traditions and customs# They earn a living by raising sheep and making things out of silver*
They bring the things that thoy nako to a tr iding post where they are cold.
At the trading post they are able to buy the thingc they need at home. They buy
food, clothing, household articles of all kinds* They go to the trading rest to
buy the things they ne-d the sane ai. wo go to town to shop for the things wo need,
rhQ Navajo children go to eohool to learn to re*d and write just as we do# Thoy
also teke part ir» the government and have beor.« fire luwrican citizens.
- • :
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I* 1. rriiaitiva Navajos
phen the white men discovered Aaorica, they found many tribe a or Indions living here* The
na:.:e c of come of the trivea vrere Navajo, C>icu:c
,
1 ohmic, Algonquin end Iroquois. The Navajo
Indians lived in the e&uthwc stern part of United States.
roles covered with muc?
,
gr&ee and bark. - They moved their hcrao from time to time depending upon
/
the weather and good hunting grounds.
The inside of the hone was so email, they hut* to pica a place for each thing. In the middle
? hie house you would have eaen a place dug out the ground, and here the fire was alwayr made
• c>; r by was the rile of wood for the fire, and a sort of r ok for drying clothes and skins.
To clean the house tho Indian mother c..V *
.
r hop v. u bird’s wing to sweep the fire;, lacs
•
decide this, there was a broom made of coarse lytu r and twigs. The weapons were given the best
v because Indiana thought a great deal ehout thrlr vr-cpcns. It was by using these weapons
tl it the Indiana were eble to got foci fer hi:., favily.
For food the Navajo Indians cooked tho : c'— of wild turnip, certain lilies, wild parsnip,'
sweet potatoes. Many Indiana planted gcrione near their hogans. In the gardens they raised
psae# pumpkins, squash, boons, wheat and Indian corn. They prepared their food in ways that
sound strange to us. They dried moat, fid!', com and all kinds of vegetables in tho summer.
T'; jy crushed these foods into meal. Tho Indict uc-w:n took hard stones and pounded them until
it became a fine moal. Tnis dried or crushed food c tade into hard cakes that were put away
*''
'-'"ge and baskets to bo used in soup d«: '. p. s. fd ;1 :tsr. Those hard cakes were called
unmiosn.
B.sfore tho white non came the Indent . .. h w kettle o out of stone. Just think of how
it must have been to hollow out a rrto lcr;.;a enough to hold soup for tho entire family.
3c bowls, juge, and pitchers c t cl« . a itlaws they made dishes out of wood . "ho
’.a: is made sooons frim shell, bono, ivo?./ :
M
i9 r- hey tanned skins, they soreped tb
;; drsssod skins, they left the
V* ec . I r.Z 4> :;‘J , .}/ I an**
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o inflxl odxri ®&3c! o«wr fcx&t/'xo to Zsolib zh
i a lo dhuo oo£Jdo^ *x2odc? --L a naalbal exfct ercfco i
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C
'-ho SrjcjRich explore ?a taught tho K&vujo Ir.dic.nc hew to weave cloth ov - of ehee- *5 woo:.,
Navajo Indiana cocaine feiaoue Ter tho beautiful blankets they wove. The hr./ajos learned hc\-
to rale© sheep end oven today y/e find them weaving beautiful blankets. The Spanish people also
.aght the Kavajo Indians how to nabe jorfelry tad ornaments out of silver.
bite tho hav.'.-jo Indians wore learning to rcko blankets and so eilvarwork in tho sc. : . -
rc stem part of Aaerioa, rccro and core white people were oonirg to a different part of ibaeriee.*
I'irst oam© the explorers, next care tho settlors. Tho Pilgrims car.o front hnglcnd* the Dutoh
o, v from Eollsnd, the French onao from France 4 All of those people got together and. formed &
•: country called United States. As the rdiite poepl© came they took tho land belonging to the
•
’.nr:, Although there was enough room for both Indians and white people, tho Indians aid not
i.?rstand tho -white men and their oustone co tbey fought against tho white men#
0 Kavajos v/ere on© of the fiercest tx of Indians# Their oountry v/as so full of deserts
• luntatns end canyons that it was inpoeciblo f . r the white men to travel through it. The United
dtatvva tried many times but the Indians e.cr.ti:.:
-d to fight thin off.
Finally a very bn vo /asrisen named hit Cursor, who at this time was a Colonel in the United
3 bate6 Army was put in oherge of winning tho, Navajo country for the United States. Kit Carson
raveled through this country sinea he- was a boy. Ho had lived with Indians almost all. his
life and knew t ! ;o ways of the Indiens. Ho fcx*c^d tho Suvajo Indiens to hide in their canyon,
than, nith a very large nuafcor of aon, he surrotmdrd tho Indians and was able to capture thorn.
was U-^aus® of E±t ? farson* » «u r:gc an • 1. tf.it the Hav&j© Indians becams Amorican
cicisens.
Ihc united Si-etss go rsmsii ot * v Vi m x*g® part of the land for then to
on* -e call t'*ic land a reservation^ T vs Bav'j© Indians to this day live very happily
- their reservation. They still live in hogc-ns ard. make blankets and go much silvsrwork. li.
-
-e they wore very brev fighters and hel d
.
. country win tho war.
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X, 5* On o Kuvc Jo Itescrvusica
Thor© us a re. < • for Kavajo Indicxc in tho state of Arisona. is on this
tton are rounded, trud-plastered hones with a blanket- covered doors* There arc no windows
ir the hogon* They spend much of their tirae outside the hogws. The chimney is c hole in the
niddl© of tho rounded, mud-plastered roof* Tho fleer is clean yellow send that they get from
^1
•
rc ; piac«4 ia the sandy floor# A bz - 1 j lace beside the stove is used for a table.
!)oi{ # a little Navajo Indian girl end her fc rQy live in one of the go hogens* One morning
after her brother had taken the flock of sheep t ? : tr,,£0 , k Fsli's uncle came riding up to the
!v; . Doll stood by her mother who was v.e iv'.rp, or Too:t under the juniper trr ©. Mother v
:• new blanket* ttother , a yam V - . from her sheep, had spun sad dyed.
’
to.v&!*cl them on bio pony* She nailed dt Soli. ..ho vrns ptoaead to nee her brother coming.
Father was making a silver ring* Ilia v orlcborcli vac a cottonwood stump. Ilia tools •ere a
h.«ane-r, .<h sands toil© mold.-, and leather bailors* v, sat ©rose- logged on the ground with his hoed
bent low over his work, but ho hoard Vnelo cwj : 'hi-*,; up, -Jude dismounted from his po™ slowly
mid ho and Father talked to tho shade of tho hogan wall. His pony tsgan to grass on the spar.rv
clumps of greon grace*
hue io took from inside his shirt a email brown bundle* He ht-zided it to Father. Mother levt
j cr weaving and came over to look at tho brown paper package* Father untied tho strings* Two
deer- akin moccasins with silver buttons on tho sides stood proudly in the crumpled paper. Father
teck Foil in his arras and put tho moccasins on her cnoll brown feet* Doli was very pleased*
A little later Mother went to the well for water. She carried a large bucket * Her yellow*-
brown skirts swished softly as she walked through the sand* Doli went with her. Her yellow
skirts swished softly, too. She also carried a little bucket.
Mother filled her pail with water at the well, Doli filled hers* Viiater oplaehed on'hor
.
She saw it, but cho did not feel it. She pushed her foot out from the flounces of her.
flhen it touched her foot she felt neither oold nor wetness,
Doli looked a . ct her mother with curpri cc • The moccasins were sheItero for her feet,
They kept thsra vrart . ry*
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of th©
'
rkoe yras in a hurry. Ho could ho:
'
..it this year he was going to
L
~z \p
c n h^rso, .Vhite Hoso*
it to oat, Kvery veer ho hi
4fter Asl-ree had jrjnpcd 0° his It . • • tbc cate of the corral* \o coft thud
hurrying foot and the tinklo of at: '' t :.,©ruing eir. A litfcls lav.'-. Bleated
.: Ly» The sheep were on their t *y tc
'skee was a good'shcep herder, cl: ' shaop randor off and get lost, ;.h..nev .t
oy stopped to nibble too Ions, ho whir : ' . i: v-cox rattle on the- end of a string,
rise tho pebbles made as thoy bounced ht tho ahoep plodding, on their vra ,
as he rode along. His heart wag ha
; , v
Just as the last tinkle of bolls was loch the distance, Doli pushed aside the door of
hogen. She rubbed her sleepy eyes X7ith the back of her hand. Suddenly cho stood vsry still
end listened, She oould not hour tl& shoe he corral. She had forgotten it was tho day
.1 the sheep dip! She ms worried r - - t - ' , ?lw did not want her pet lamb driven
off with tho rest of tho flook# Wr.* -i i th her in tho wagon. She ran out
‘:o tho corral but sure enough, h r ; ? ~t.t 4 He would have to walk all the
: :.y to tho dip.
When she got beck to the hogen, father was hitching the* horses to tho wagon. The horses
are decorated ?/ith silver end turquoise bit Sic.-? Father had made for them, Father was a fomov.
oilvorsmlth. Soon thev had the wagon lorded r.»i ;oro ready for the journey to tho dip.
At tho dip Doll saw big liavajoe and little IJav&joe, old folks and babies, all gathered
around under the cottonwood trees. Soma hed traveled in covered wagon c . Many had ridden on
bores back. The richer ones hed driven in their own caret.
When Doli saw Askee end Undo ride up with tho cheep, she ran to them as fast as she could.
Her little pet was trailing along at tho end of tho flock. He was tired and worriod. He hod
r.ovor been to the dip before. Ho heard t' o cheep bleating in the nens and ivas afraid. But
-hen ho saw Doli ho skipped over to her jo;.-, uly. Cho picked him up and cuddled him.
Tho next day tho sheep were dipped. Coil c Tried her pot to the pen* iVhen Father put him
;.n the pen he bloated loudly. Ho was f ightow Doli know that her pet would soon bo* over
hi o fright* She know that tho sulphur both r- old kill tho ticks and keep his wool soft and
silky, but still he oould not keep tho t* .* from ooaieg.
When the littlo lamb otrueh the sulphur' trough, be sank dawn so far tho Doli reached < v:r
quickly with a stick end lifted his hood* ebove t o a zlphur. Soon ho began to swim straight
across the trough by himself
,
After the sheep were all. dipped, /eke© and TJncle started home with them. Doli ooul
pick up her not or carry him in tho wagon. He was chill wet and smelled like bad medicine
,
Doll woe glad tho dip me over. -After ixkoc and Uncle had gone, Doli went with Mother
end Father to tho Trading Poet.
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^-filled of; one side with hofaha.fel-' •'•«-' ir 0 "’
. f ., . rood -as cans
hold, &o could almost 'taste thair goodness.
; fche, -.o looking at the glass cede
full of «ftm **. «*^let8 « "r " 1 w ’ ' "* “
4 . . of turquoise ? ft
,b Xvror Ijhlnga within t&» «*»*•
_ >r% ^0,4 n» *0£* to *#U ft that hh» had« ^ '-aether had cane to «»* Iffe~a “*s
,; *«*.. «d peaches, e «*s of wheat floor and cane sugar,
bags of salt and esffos
-
•fiiaa bussed in and out the doorway,
*«*•* lo<toi «eay thing* «* 1* **
it TO8 good that Oha should buy.
Boll watched her mother as oho bought the
things "•
’•
,’.ded.
DM. looked at her father. He »u not talking
to the Trader. & «u MU* •* <*>
fcjaer
.
** tH, Traders looking at hi*. Tno tedgr
l^ing * ** *" r‘~' r
,
.„ ?,,v(W had 3»s* finished it this tteraisg^cr - *^e-/ *ts=rtod rc "
*’si46 *’**''*
iis-as wearing* tl °
, ,.
.
. a<t -if he Her? ^o'’eott©n thaJs he hadit* Father was
had aede it to sell, hvtt now ho acted
s U no as~-
-,
-. .
•,
.. a*
a
-,r :» dff.li the bracelet «o thast th©
v..-
: :;&y ofi purpose* &&
vfa6 prataac. u% /-
Tardor *ould want to buy it. Mother *e pile
he *rtt« n<fc- taking rtpfed sixW acae> from wmr *
r.-o t :•«•/!© »> wao vary sway-
' *"
. * ***,«• *-i ******* .*»
,h t0 hid9 a CTiXa. At test
Father said, *W he- would soil ft.
-, h- T hand over her mout o
e ~
. e .u-----,ri <r.: -Ivpv p:'ec*es tOT -it*
,
tl. *. ? ..ri 4.U& T'^jider gave «ura o pbraes lot -jb -i- -- ' wrter f«om sip Brother who wat.
,, v .,t, *.^ 4^ the Trade’, r^.vo ^thev a let
ir n ......
s :i,».ir ^ei-s tArOti^A v.. aax-jpff
- TIZ; ' ^ Trsdsr rtsd «» latter to tho C^Uy. toy wore
tory happy to .• « -
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. ,30d tlM at the Whlto «*«s school and was
learning so ^.things.
B-ig Brother was having « S
osci
iTno-u full gre*- older i
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READING UNIT ON NAVAJO INDIANS FOR THE
AVERAGE GROUP

INTRODUCTION NAVaJ0 IIJDIANS
Navajo is the of e. trite of Indiana that was found In North -America. : ametira-
3
the name Navajo is spoiled Navaho* The Navajo Indians live in huts called hogane. Ti oy
built . hogan for summer and another one for winter. These Indians earned a living oy
hunting and fishing and by growing a few vegetables, They grew a lot of Indian corn. The
Navajos made all their clothing from animal skins.
Tlso Navajos were very savage Indians and did not like the white men. A brave eoIdler
i : iv.z:6. Kit Carson fought for the white men and took the Navajo country for the United States.
The Spanish people taught the Navajo Indians how to melee -woolen yarn out of cheep’s v/ool
rrd how to weave this yam into cloth. 'f-.c Navajo Indians made beautiful blankets cut of
tints woolen yarn. The Spanish people also taught the Savajo Indians how to mako things
out of silver.
The Indians were the first people to live in the United States. The Navajo Indians
were one tribe of Indiana* The United Stat ;; has given each tribe of Indians a piece of
.load on which they live. The piece of land given to the Nav&joe is in Arisona. Vie call
•Ohio piece of land & reservation. . On these reservations the Indians can live as the;
want to. They raise sheep end have small gardens. From the sheep’s wool they melee
beautiful blankets. They bring the tilings that they make to a trading poet where they
ure sold. At the trading post they can buy the things that they need at home. They buy
food, clothing end things that they need for the house or garden. They go to the trodir
.
- .v to buy the things they nood the ccr as no > to town to buy the things we need.
The Navajo children go to school to lc.rn to reed and write just es we do, Thej
- oC good Americans* They help thair country in many naya*
f.
>
*
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1. Bo £‘02*2 tho White Wan Came
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Before th© rhlto man erme to j!norio , there were nnny tribe c of Indicna living here
,
Th© Bfijoos of soqc of the tribes wore NovaJo, SicAUt end MohwaSe* 'fixe Navajo Indiana livo-
:0 oouthwiaatom part of the United Sttvfco 6 .
7h© Navajo Indians lived in a round hut called a hogetn. This hog&n was mrde of bent :.o2-
covered with mud, grass and bark. In tho winter they moved to a 'place that was warmer and
hsd more grass for th© sheep. In tho winter they made a wanner hogan.
The inside of the hogan w&a very small. In the aildie of the hogan was a hole in the
ground. In this hole the fire was made* Near by was a pile of wood for the fire, and. a rack
for clothes end akin©. Around the edge of the room wore the places to Bleep. Each
one in the family had fe ate$;sh& t* sleep cru To clean the house tho Indian mother >-l rayj
kept £ bird's wing to swoop the fireplace. She also used a broom me.de of grass .tad twigs.
For food tho Navajo Indians cooked wild turnip, lilies, wild parsvdp, &2J?. amt t
il=ny Indiens planted gardens nsay 'd:e»ir hogan r:. In yhe gardens they raised peas, pumpkins
,
s-uash, beana, wheat and. Indian oorn.
Tho Indiana had to gat a lot of foed in tho eusnser end store it away for the winter when
it was too ©old for things to grow. They dried meat, fish, corn, and other fruits and
vegetables in the sunsnor sun. Then tho Indian women took hard ©tome and pounded tko dried
food until It become meal like tho flour or corn moal cur mothers uea today. The meal wae
.made into hard cokes that wore put away in huge end baskets to be used in tho cold winter.
Th© Indiansoallod these hard cakes j>3mriio&n. I’eamicen was very important. They lived or.
pe;/odoan in the winter. Vlhea the ladle::.' raobher aide soup for the family, she used a bi£ kettle
that had been made of ©tone. They also made bo: lu out of clay and spoons out of shell, bene,
mi horn. Sometime© they made dishes out of wood.
The Indians made their clothing out cf animal ©kins. It wae hard work to make the „ -:.v.
noXh, They ecroped the fur off the skir.i ...’u:. ;hey wonted to make clothes. When they .. ..
• off, thoy oailed it tanning th© . ",. t the fur on bl
:
hi blankete. When thoy left t £ ' v ski.; . thoy o ailed it dressing '
V*
r
i
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g. 2. Kit Careon r ad U*o Navajo Indiana.
Vihen the Spanish- people oasis to Meric & they, taught the Indians mary things. -They taught
V K.vajo ns hr." to weave cloth out cf Sheep*® wool. Tho Navajo Indians learner! ho., to
vJ:e beautiful by weaving this wool* The Spanish people alco. taught the- Neiiajo Indiana he.
to make jewelry and other things out of silver.
While the Navajo Indians were learning how to make blanketa and how to do silverwork
In the soutInvestam part of Ancrioa, more and nor-, white people were coning to another part
of America* These people got together and forced a new country. Tho nemo of this new coun' ly
United States, At the time United States me formed it was not very big. The country
;?,:ra the Navajo Indians lived was sot p'rt of it. United States grew larger and larger,
the Navajo country was part of the I nit«i ' ! tec but the Navajo Indians would not lot
the white people on their land* Tho Navajo very savage. They fought
white men. Their country was made up i;c;er '.2 and mountains that were hard for b
-.rhibe men to travel through. The United States tried many times to take the land but th;
via wore? able to hide in the mountains.
A very brave soldier named Kit Carson ;.as i»at to take the Navajo country* Kit ; - .
traveled through this country since ho was a boy. He had lived with Indians j lno;.t
his life end knew their ways* His a»n chased the Indiana into the mountains and forced
them to give up.
It vras because of Kit Carson 4 s courage and bravery that the Navajo Indians tseeaw
mo ricsn cdtisens «,
The United States gab© the Navajoe h 1 r;;.: ; rt of land* Only K&vajo Indians are
1; .od on this lend. Wo ohll this 1 • * r. Mo; • I' .ay still live on their reser*/:. :i: .,
’
. y live in hogsns and make blankets. When they era old enough they are ‘Sent to school
".
-am to read and write just libs avv other V^’icanbcy or girl* In. the wax tho
'.: rove fighters and helped United Sfcatoc win the war.
. :
*
; •
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3. Cn a fleyfti - tersernationC>
«
l-horo 13 a rocsnation for Bsvajo Indians in Arisen*. ®i«
Indian i'Cu'.co on
reservation ore wile* hogeae. The 'ere roosd, Brt-plesterod
houses with o - ' • "
covered doer and no windowa. »* ob*®»y *> *>*> ia «“
mlddls of "ohe r<mBi "“d"pUrt&”d
•,-eof. The floor is oJeon yellow sand teat they get fren
the near-by desert, cheepskta *»
used for beds, hones are used for Ohatre and the'
stove Is a hole In the sandy floor. A pl-e
is brushed clean beside the fire for a table. I!»ey spend
most of their tin. outside te > : "S
DoU) a Eavajo Indian girl, and her family live in one of those
hogans.
t,!0rniEg after har brother had taken the flock of sheep to
grass on the grass naar the
mountains. Doll's uncle sane riding up to the began. Boil
was starting by her mouher
,fa8 ua.uiag an her loom under & big tro*. Mother wso artdng a n*»
blertnt. Kotes.
'
yam weo rolled neatly into bulls art sheepskin beside her.
Mother
sae.de the yarn from the wool She hrt out Ivors h.r sheep. She had dyed
the yarn to tec
she wonted. Mother saw tt»lo riding ear. jus tbs desert toward them.
She was plssssd t • a •
••2? '
-rtetor brciv 33* coming*
Father wee waking * silver ring. His workbench was a tree stump. He
was using a
fcasnar on the silver ring. Ho eat on the ground with hie head heat
low over nie motiz wat
:•.© heard Oriels ceae riding up.
Hncle gut off hie pony slowly *nd hr* and ?£&hes*,.walked to the shad©
ox zhz .-.Q
His pwy began to graze on the clumps of grass here «md there.
LV.de took from inside his shirt a onxdl brown bundle* So handsel it to
Pother* 4c
l9£t h8r saving and oerne over to lod r i’u £«-* paper bundles Father
took the string
©ff th© bundle. ^hsnhshttftop t-.r o -re two deerofcin aoeoaainc
with
buttons on the sides. Father took ihU *n til# arms am put the aoeotuin* on her emit
: :-o
-cate Doll was plsoeed with her now /voccadns.
ifVhen Mother went to th© well for wafc r, Doli went with her* Mother carried
bucket. Doli -carried a small bucket. Deli filled her pail with water at the
splashed on her foot. She saw the water on her foot but she did not fool iV
fGC ; out and poured more water on it. When the water touched her
foot It did
cold or wot. Doll looked up at her mother. Her eyes were big with eurprise.
IVo
casino wore like little houses for her foot, they* *9P* her feet dry.
.;:r!(
•
(
2 . d. i’h© ohoop Dip
Cut sioraign Father end Aeko© Jawed up Aron their ted of skint,
sheep-dip and they mast start off early j *itti their Hock. There trne much
hard work to do/
for Mother bad many cheep and ell of then aaet be bathed in sulphur to keep then well.
/liter A®kco had Jumped on his horse, Uido opened the goto of the corral to le
out. The sound of hurrying feet and the tinkle of hells filled the morning air* A
;:ib "bloated sadly* The sheep tv©re on their way «o the dip*
Just as the last tinkle had gone, JoH pushed aside the door of the began,
her sloop eyes with the back of her hand. Suddenly eh® stood still and listened,
not hear the sheep in the corral. She hsd forgotten it was the day of the sheep dip?
be ;-m to worry about her pet lamb* She d.V not ?nt bor pot lamb driven off with
the rest of
tnu flock. She wanted- to take him with her in -on. She ran out to the corral
poor little lamb was gone. He would h&vo to walk all the way to the dip*
Whim she got back to the hogan, JV th .r wi s hitching the horses to the wagon. She
horses were decorated with silver and turquoise bridles Father had mad© for them. Ftt
made many beautiful things out of silver. He was a good silversmith. Soon the wagon wee
filled end they were reedy to go tb the sheep dip.
When they got to the sheep-dip Doll saw big Ssvajos end little Navajos/ old folks
babies, all around under the trees. So.no had traveled in wagons, ease had coma on horse 1
Pcrs had driven in their oars.
Afl goon as Askoo end Undo redo «w with i ' sheep'* Doll ran to them as fast as
fbr little pet was trailing do \y - ock* He was tired and frightens: *
v
,d naver been at the dip befo. . * „ » bleating in the pen© and was af
:h,>n he saw Don ho ran over to lor Joy .Ml;-. » iokad him up end cuddled him in he
; # \]od ds.y tho cheep v-.r •• •i-’r- :*. •. ' pot to the pen. • verier
:v r the fence, line poor little lamb begun to bloat with fright. Doll knew the!
' k would kill the ticks sad keep his wo 1 eoft frid silky, but still tho tear.
/'her- the little lemb struck the sulphur water, ho sank dorm so f&r that
quickly with a ©tick and lifted his head above bo water. Soon he began to swim by
After the sheep wore ell It p/: ' started home with them.
iad le '
'.
• v : ; v.
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6 . Ths Tridir.g I'uc
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Tho Trading Post vae a larro wooden building. Inside tho Trading iroct Dull atir many
shelves filled with all kinds of things. At c-no end vroro Navajo blankota of all colors,
it tie
. other end wore cans end. o ana of feed . Sorco of the oun® were covered with papera tlso
and others were beautiful with pictures of gmxi glaring tfciiage* It looked
like a grocery store*
FatItsr was looking at the glass case full of silver rings and bracelets* Father stood
1 re, not talking, not moving, just looking at the things in the case,
-"other had come to the Trading Foot to soil a blanket that one had woven and to buy
c .
3
of tomatoes end peaches, bag3 of flour and sugar, salt and coffee. If Mother
received many places of round silver money for her blanket she might buy some candy.
''oil watched her mother as she bought, one by one, the thingo she needed*
'Doll looked at her father* He wftft not talking to the Trader. He was not looking at
the Trader, but the Trader was looking at him* The Trader 7ms looking at the nmv silver
bracelet Father was wearing. Father had ji::t finished it this morning before they started
for the sheep*- dip* Me had made it to 'sell, but stow ho acted as if he had forgotten he; boil
it. Father was acting this way, making believe he did not want to sell the bracelet, so
that the Trader would want to buy it.
fh© Trader ms very busy* Whoa he was not taking round tdlver money from Mather v s piL
for the things the bought, he was trying to »ak Ft thor want to sell his bracelet. Do.?.i
had to put her hand over her mouth to hi ’.o a sr/i Ip , At last Father said, 5*?os,” ha would
r.ell the bracelet end tho Trader hi: jr o ;w-ul siIvor plooos for it*
flhen they were through tri di w t a.
t ;
v,Vr- a letter from big Brother who
was away at school. The Trades* reed tho letter to the family* They ward very happy to
hear that Big Brother was having a good hi: ... ’.Vhtte Man* a school end that he use
learning so rosny things. When Ooli grew older ehe too would go ftway to eonool*
*'
«rflj •
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sailed hogens., T'* ,v • .?.
.,
.? ...
•?:. and i .
• ?r- k y ,.5w food by hunting and , !'• sy grew Indian tic „•!, /
v,
-r&r -3l skins*
Indians were very -ayrge. . .'hoy did not like the whit-.. . .on
.
jo Irdians. and beat then?.*
>. l;:h people taught the S&y&j© Indians how to males blankets,
;
: the Indians how to make things out of silver*
The Htiv&j.© Xyrtinas. 15.wa?.
;
in -America before ’-ho whits men case to Jim?ica a or
o of t : ' land belonged to their, Tro United ti-ates gave the Navajo Indians
•:
.. of this lard where they lived by themselves, This land is called 5.
The .Navajo Indio: ;o their hem an this -reservatica .
h rep and have- snail gardens* They make cl,, koto and dp work with silver, •.' ,.y
roll their blankets and silver things at & trading post, They bxiy -things they need
•
.-.
'-•/• ling :. at* Before iho vrkite 'San e&v3 the Indians did not h \ *:
•
'
I
3 Tpvajo children go to tch-ood . . ' and write j ' .v ; do,
-hay are good Americans. They ?v>l. t: o . : La • in many ways*

The white »sn found many Indians living in America* The white man found Navajo
Indians living in America. The HaveJo Indians were found in the *outhwe stern part
of United States*
The J5ava;]o Indians, lived in tents called hoganso The hogan was round. It v;as
made of polos covered with mud, grass end hark. In winter it grew cold. Tho Navajo
Indians moved their homes and made warmer hogens where there was more grass for
their Sheep®
Inside the hogan there was not much room. The fire wa s in the middle of the
began. The fire was used for cooking. Around the firs were places to deep.
The Indians slept on the ground and put a sheepskin rug over themselves.
The Indians at©
1
vegetables they found in the woods* In their gardens they
grew Indian com*
Tao Indians got together as much food ae they could int he summer. They dried
this food and put it in bags and baskets wo keep for the cold winter* The Indians
made cooking dishes out of stone. They made email dishes out of clay. Sometime
e
they made dishes out of wood*
The Indians mad©- ‘their clothes out of animal skins. It was hard wo make the
skins soft. When they made some skins soft, they took the fur off. When they made
blankets they did not take the fur off.
'
3 v2. Kit Carson and the Navajo Indians*
The Spanish people showed the Indians: how te ttttko sv&ay things* They Showed the
/
.
Navajo Indians how to make blankets. out of sheep’s wool* The Spanish people ahovied
the Indians how to make rings and brc.ee lots' out* cl’ silver*
At the time the Indians were learning how to make blankets and silver things.,
more £1114 more white people were coming to America* The white people were coming to
another ©art of America# Whoa many white people cams they got together and made
the country of United States,, At first the land that the Navajo Indians lived of.
did not belong to United States but United States grew bigger and bigger. They had
so many people that they needed some of the Indian, land. The Indians did not want
the white man on their land# They killed the white men who ceme to their land.
It was hardfor the white men to fight the Uav: jo Indians because the Navajo Indians
lived wh^re there were many mountains and $eo- rot's »• The Indians could hide in the
mountains
»
At last a very brave soldier was sent to take the Navajo land. The soldier’s
name was Kit Carson# Kit Carson knew the Navajo Indians# He ktew- the land they lived
on. Ho had lived v/ith Indians almost all hie life. He cent the Indians into the
mountains and put .so many men around the mountains that the Indians cound not get down.
The United State sg&vo the Nc.ve.joG a big part of land# This land is just for
Navajo Indians
.
He call this land a reservation* The Navajo Indians live on this
reservation today# They live in hogaao and blankets. When Navajo children
are old enough they go to 'school to learn to read end write. They are good American
people. In the war they were very bravo fighter a- and helped United States win the war#
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• o called bogrns* The hogans look like -*ound tents with a hole in tk; t<
to lot the smoke out of the ho. -an. There are no xsindows in ;he to on,. Tae
os id" most of the time , The;/ bring sand from the desert r new ddei :
the floor* The send keeps the floor' clean. The Indians sleep on sheep- skins
,
' little lavajo girl named Doli liven- in one erf these hoganso She lions .it
her mother
,
father and brother.
One morning Doll’s brother took the flock of sheep out to graze on the -s
went t
«he was making the blanket out of wool she had out from the sheep. It was a beautif
blanket , Doli looked over at Father. Father was making a ring but of silver.- He vat
hammering the ring on a tree stump.
Suddenly Doli heard someone riding over the desert toward their hop .ru. She locked
who it was* She oar her TJn
..
.
• od in a hogan in another part of the reservation. Ho was a
got off his pony he and Father waike 1 over to sit in the shade of the hogon v. ,.11
,
His pony began to graze on the little bit of grass near the hogan*
Due le took a small brown bundle from inside his shirt. He handed the bundle to
Father* Father <fj?*xted the bund! . .
buttons on the sides. Father took Doli in his arms and put the moccasins on her
small brown feet. Doli liked her new moccasins.
When Mother went to the well for water, Doli went with her. Mother carried a
large bucket . Doli carried a small bucket. Doli filled her pail with water r.t the
H'at.sr splashed on her feet. Doli looked at her mother. Her eyes were big with sui
The water did not make her feet feel cold or wet. The moccasins were like little
houses for her feet. They were good. They must like her small brown feet.
J
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3 , 4. The Sheep Dip
Ohs rornir; Father and As?-.eG hopped out of bod in a hvlrry. Today was tho day
of th© sheep-dip and they roust start off with their flock. The sheep vrere going to be
taken to the sheep-dip to bo dipped in aulp; hur to kaop them well# Tho sulphur kills
the ticks that live in tho sheep's wool and make the wool nice and soft.
Every year Askee had gone to tho sheep-dip but this year he wasgoing to help
Uncle drive the sheep to tho sheop-dip. He was going to ride his own horse. White ITose.
After Askoe had juiced on his horse. Undo opened the gate to lot the sheep out,
Tho noise of the sheep’s feet and the tinkle of belle filledthe morning air.
A little lamb bleated sadly. The sheep were tin their way to the dip.
dust as th© last ahasp had gone, Doli come- out of the began. She nibbed her sleepy
eyes. Suddenly she stood still and listened. She could not hear tho sheep. She began
to worry about her pGt lamb. She did not want her pet lamb to walk to the sheep-dip.
She wanted to take him with her in the wagon# Che ran but to tho sheep’s yard but
her poor little lamb wee gone. He would have to walk all the way to the dip.
When she got back to the hogan. Father was getting the horses ready. Soon the
i
wagon was filled and they were ready to go to the sheep-dip.
At the sheop-dip Doli saw big Eavajos and. little Navajos, old folks and babies
all talking together under a tree . She did not stop to talk. She was looking for
Askee and Uncle with the flock of she. 1 };.
As soon as Askee and Uaolo rode up with. nhoou, Doli ran to them as fast
as she could. Her little pet was at the end. of the flock. He looked very tired end
afraid. He had never been to a dip before. He saw Doli and was happy. He ran over
to her. She picked him up endpetted him.
The next day the shoep wre dipped. The pool* little lamb wae afraid when he was
;,ut i» the sulphyr. He sank down so far t]y t Doli had to pfct a stick inci de the pen
arid lift his head above tho sulphyr water. Then he began to swim alone and soon
the dip was over. Doli was glad it wasr<ww>'*
T*
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/iaksc end Undo took, the sheep ho • >.e .from the sheep-dip, Do..i vent v?:V'".
Mother to the Trading Post* The - Post was ft large building. It ms ^
raada of wood. The Indians o.ftme to the Trc dnr; poet to sell the beautiful blankets they
had made. They came to cell the rings fuel bracelets they had made out of eilvor. ,.t ti -v
Trading Post they could buy things they needed at home. Doll had never seen so many
things before. She saw oana end cans of food. Tin cans of food had paper . on them
that had beautiful pictures on thorn.
Father went over to look at the glU.te ease full of eilvor rings and bracelets. He
looked at the glas&caee for & long time.
Mother had come to the Trading Port to s a blanket that she had made. The Tr Per
would give her money for the blanket. will buy cans of tomatoes, peaches, bags
of sugar ana flour, salt and toffee wit* the money. She ialght buy some oandy for Do! i
if there is enough money. Doll watched ' / r ©thor buy the things she needed <
Soli looked at her father. Ec was not tajilng to the Trader. E© wag not looking
at the Trader, but the Trader •was looking at father. The Trader was looking at the
bracelet Father waa wearing. Father had just made the bracelet this morning. Eo
had mad© it to sell. Es wanted, the Trader to think: he did not want to sell it.
He thought the Trader would give him nor© money for the bracelet.
Tho Trader was v^ry busy. He was soiling things to Mother. Ho was trying to
buy the bracelet from Father, it last Father said, "Yee,
r; he would sell .the brace .1 t.
The Trader gave him fix© v •
'After the trading, the Trader gftf® V&tfccr a ictior from Big Brother. Big Brother
was away at school. The Trader rend the lo fetor to the family. Big Brother said tly.t
he was happy at the White Kan’s School, Ho v-aunwring a good thae and learning many
things. ‘The letter made Doli wish ?'.e could go to school, When boli is older she
go away to school too*
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taught the- Tndimc 'nlcstc a?ut oo gx3.
succeeded in takd >
•. o countyy for tho United
: on o
reservation
Spaniards
corn
C©Xur’>':s
sea cte?estern
Kit Careon
i'h r i
. olo abound the correct wore t
.
.
-• Ik-vr.;}c I'liians wore quiet C. -.-iit- r:?rald
. >":t Careen was an Indian a 1 11 ;ri'? a soldier.
Et.va^o Indiens raise ehe&p ©attic r-i:,steer
•:
. a\c> - o.xT.jo Indians nrnko blanket8 out ei‘ Btr v/ cotton t?col
l'.-a -avajo women cell their blanket* ta other Itdiene at the Tr.dir.-; pjck
ft the fair.
'
.. o cn x. .'.oh be •
dried food lik&e into hard
shoos
to Trcsr on the heed
c.i HavaJo ho’iifl
*
, .6 «n.sr<or wider the question
«
>'-;/ i the Sovajo- Ind«*»c tjove their hcra?
.?.* V'.hy do the Hav&jos raise sheep*
' do tlioy bo the the sheep in sulp'nrri
' 7 do v:.o find sand arousd the llrvaio record tier-?
\ • do the Havajoe go to the Tr .
\
'
* <--L- do the HavaJoe ues for 'Lode';
1
-. ; did fit Careen laoi? r. lot ’ •" •*. v Indt:
C . t'l,ut is the r’.apc of a hogari?
i. .’h:.i tie c. silversmith'?
t - ild - .tr:r ceil at the Trading fc .? '.'liar. did Esther rsllV
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~
x • Have,jo Indiana
Fill in iiie blanks with the correct word.
1. The Navajo Indians lived in the
— part of United States.
The Indian women dried food then pounasdit into or flour*
3t The people taught the Indians !uw to mako blankets*
————won the Navajo country for the United State r
.
S* We call the land belonging to the Navajo Indiras a
northern
English
re: ssrvntion
Spanish
corn
Columbus
mountain Kit Carson
meal
southwestern!
Ehoose the correct word,
2 »
1 0
So
The Navajo Indians were quiet savage afr&id
Kit Carson was a Pilgrim on Indian a soldier
Nevajo Indians raise sheep oattlo reindeer
The Navajo Indians make blankets out of straw .^oa wool.
The Navajo women mi their blankets to other Indians at the Trading Post
at the fair*
X'
•
'
. * moccasins
eorneth;.- 3 the Ir/lUar
a frame on which to eresl\ .
drier!, food made i: tc d oalcc:
shoe a
to wear on the head
a Have jo home
t.’rite the answer under tho question*
1- Why do tho Navajo Indiana move their i. -see?
-p * hy do they bathe the sheep in sulphur?
7. V.'hy did Kit Carson know a lot- about ir.a? •
1. V.'hat does a hogan look like?
3, hat is a silversmith?
10 e What did Father sell at the Trading Poet*
h : t did '--'other sell at the Trading Poet?
t'v.
;
is there so much e and around hh I ;• _jo r- rr . tiord
1 Why .so the Navajos go to the Tracing Post
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t* Check-up Kavv.jo Indicia
1 *
1. Tr'.o v/nits non f unu Navajo Indians living in U us
2. The Nr.TS.jo Indians lived in tents or lied
?.„ The Indians slept on the •
part of America
4, In their gardens the Indians planted
The people showed the Indians how to mahe blankets*
norths rn
hopcns
corn
ground
flowers
Spc.nish
southwe stern
Snrlish
1. The Navajo Indians liked to
2* Kit Carson was
o, Nevajo Indians get wool from
2 .
Pi ght
a soldier
cows.
4. The Navajo Indians make blankets fro.: straw
5. The hone of a Navajo Indian is
sing
\n Indian
sheep
cot on
a skip
sleep
i Pil rim -
horses
wool
a log cabin
A
1 . * •
'
il.
'
1
.
'*
r.
rro ’r
-
iz; .cj v,.' ' .
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Z, Check-up Navajo Indiras
* *
Dr; v; r- lino .Cron the ords on the left to the v/orris on
1. The Navajo Indian 3 live in
2. On their feet t ;ey weer
, , A desert is
4. The sheep graze
h , The Ivvajo Indians make blankets
4.
.> rite the answer under the question*
1* what do the Navajo Indians pet from sheep;
2. what do they do with the wool
?
£ , what do the Navajo Indians sleep on?
4* what do the Navajo Indians make ou of silver?
h* why do the Kavajo Indians, go to the Trading i ost?
6. .Yht t is an Indian reservation?
7, .Vhy do they dip th.0 shoe; in sulphur?
B. »hat do tho Navajo children learn in school?
0. idiat did Father sell at the Tradin'- lost?
0 . amt did hothor sell at the Trading lost?
tho right.
out of YIOOl
on grass v
hog; ns
a s; ndy pi cc
moccasins
^
- .
> > ».
'
'if .0
• -
.
1
#+* :‘V A--*' ***.,*,. sv .
’
*
c.
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NAVAJO TEST I. ft. (DELAYED RECALL)
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'
Check-up
1 .
Fill in the blanks from the words at the bottfea*
1® Indians live on a .
2* Tho — — taught thG Indians here? to rarko blankets and do silver work*
S* The Kavajo Amiens lived in the part of United States 0
4® —— ——--•« 8ucooeded in taking the Eavajc oountry for the United State* c»
Co The Indian women dried food than pounded it into
Kit Carson corn English
*X. jt
sourhv:estern Spaniards icool
re sorvaticn northern
Urav; a circle around the right word a •
1 B Tho Havajo Indians make blankets out of straw wool cotton#
2« The Eavejo women cell their blankets t the Trading Foot
to other Indians#
5* -avajo Indians raise cattle choep reindeer*
4a Iho Navajo Indiana were quiet <fr*id fierce*
5* Kit Carson was an Indian ft Pilgrim a soldier

frc . . o' ' ' srd ca the left to the meaning on the right*
a frame ton r/hioh to wofvo
to wear on the head
eoocthins tho Indians grow
driod .food made into hard cakee
«
69
4*a
Writr; tho answer under tho question*
it v.'hafc is a silver smith?
2 » Why is there rawoh aend around the Saved o re serration?
Z
, y do the Navajo o go to the Trading Post?
; h.h did Mother sell at the Trading Port’- ’.illat did Father sell?
Zt. r at is the share of a hogan?
'
.7/ Why did Kit Carson ‘know a lot about Indians^
•?hy do the Navajo Indiana move their home?
9* Why do the Navajoo raise sheep?
*
10* Why do they bathe the sheej 1.n sulphur?

NAVAJO TEST I. a. (DELAYED RECALL)
FOR THE AVERAGE GROUP
.1
avr jo Indians lived in the
Z - v/on t he Navajo country for v • idted States*
•i Ihs Navajo women dried food then pounds ; ,r:.o •—— or flour*
mou tain
meal
southwestern
Columbus
reservation
English
corn
2 .
Choc so the correct word*
1. Novajo Indi- ns raise sheep
2* The Navajo Indians were quiet
3- ' ;ic Navajo women sell their blankets
71
re indoer*
to otior Indian'; at the Trading
at ~h«? fair.
it Carson was
5 Navajo Indi ens nvke blankets out cl*
-- m Indian
straw cotter* wool.
'•
.
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L» ©
.
grone to \mor on th© head
(: .od food made Into hard calces
a frcme on which to wqovc
scmething the Indians grow
to cat grass
4.a
iVrite the answer insder t he question.
1. hat did Father sell at the Trading i osbf
• hat did ther sol 11
h Ir?‘ do the Navajo Indians mova their home?
? , -»hat is a silversmith?
ay do the Nava;} os raise eheep?
£ hy do the Navajo s go to the Tradin
6. Vvhy ic there so much sand around the Frorajc reservation?
rson Ionov; a lot
£ . hot does e hogan 1ccj: like?
9. diet do the Nc.vr.jos use for tods?
10. y dc they bathe the sheep in sulphur?
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S. Check-up Navajo Indians
1 .a
1. The Navajo In inis sleep on the
2* The Navajo Indians live in tents called
S. The white men found SuvaJo Indians living in the pc.rt of .•faeries
4. The peo j le shone.i the I nil ns her,,1 to make blankets*
o» In their gardens the Indians planted .
English corn f lov;c r
southwestern hogans ground
Spanish northern tepee
2.
a
Choose the correct word.
-t * The Navajo Indians like to fight sleep sing
2* The home of a Navajo Indian is o. ship a. log cabin i- hogs
•<cw • Kit Carson was a i lignin an Indian a sol
4, Navajo Indii ns got v col from horses sheep cows
5* Tho Kavitjo Indians ::c blcnkcts fron wool cotton straw

75
CM their feet they '•/•nr
f ?v.'! J e :
$rite the- 0:i K;,er isaos. i ' -•.
3L that ic aa JadiPi; rea .
fiat do the lav go In&iar s slee : - •
”hy do the rTarsjo Indians gc tc tfcs Trading Tory'S:
4- That did Father sell at the Jradirr. ;
D, VJh&t did Mother coll at the i’re - ' .' -\ : : V
thj? do they dir the shcc- .Vr> suX ’• ;•
7, That do ths Hasrajo Indiana v- c
U That do the Karajo Indians got .v.
i
S-* What do they do with the
;,
ro hat do the Uayajo children Xesnn in vIoaT:

READING UNIT ON MEXICO FOR THE
BRIGHT GROUP
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vi '-9 130 iS G ./i- uJTiv.*.i
,. -’;o and torrid cones.
.
' language is hoard in
':*:
w* .V:rc iaorico. ;\ >th
5
r
'gocd ran: r\ng» '' .'-hey b
v;
a instead Of "rnuny thanks'' , ' •_ aoias".. icwb-. :• . : ';/:.. J
^
Dollars are changed become centre
• and i5&s* n they say "Sen©**” and "?er.er* ” • . young woman is not "Miss", but
'
r
.
'.n: no asa and boys wear sombreros ‘ i hats) > and. earapes (blank • :.£•.
• iVoraon wear rebosos (black, blue, or br itrls) around their .shoulders
ads
. Indians */dth packs or* h'. j mountain roads- «.
•Mexico City is the capital# Thio ci’ » Jfew Ycizk or Washington
3 it its public squares aro balled * tracts are calles, and its avenues
niclao. The old houses and buildings are rant fron ours, and sons of
stre 58 aro still paved with cobblesto the villages 1 are houses of blue, •
yellow#
.? different kings oi . llonico* There is a hot, moist regi
: 3act and v;zzt roasts, Thor© is © land of the Siom
.r molt# Then there is a plateau regie vhcro the climate is mild all year round#
e find throe kinds of people in Mexico* The
_
oople who live in tho cities aro
live very much the way wo do# T'.. r
;;
.: V. "• r-.c well as Spanish; sasetimes French too-:
people who live in the villages are and Indian people. There people speak
*
r*3r\
and earn their living by famia *re_ » visiv ft family whose name is £g
third y.raap is made up of Indians, .
.
. descendants of the Artec s, who
originally' occupied the land# The ale their 2»ntivo language and live in awd" colored hou
It takes very little time to roach Mexico. . j. u.; imagine we are going to travel l' /'
tVe "e Slew York by plane one morning lend in Mexico the following morning#
:A
_
^'V
\
'
'fi t„ • ;co* The people who live'
J ; »3# Slr.ee Columbus called tl; 1 found in forth -toer’ ... .a, ;.l. j vh.
ho followed him and wont to M®s3 >o « led the Astocs Indians to< ,
•a hk:cs white explorers oemo to V.ot.Lq > they found many 'baauti.fi1 ! »: b5 x with harg*
• or - porke filled with gorgecue fl'&tc* gardens that the Astooc had built* They also
-11 kinds of gold and silvor oraciier' ; jcv '.'Ivy that the dat©06 had made*
|Ej Tli ruler of the Asteo nation vrac Ifartenr . £'•. w s vc-ry rich end had many beautiful
oca# One of his palaces was surrounded by a park that was like a. big soo' filled with
,/ kind of rare bird and animal# /Ao5t
%
>QT ^' of i .alacca hod a hundred bodn
i ndred baths. Some of the palace wall ; * Id .; i silvor sot with turquoise er.d
, r.ontostye’s eloafce waro made of fine ©? at'- trV ;:od vith precious stones#. -Even the
::
o
’. ?o of his sandals war© of gold# V,licn he loft tho pnlaoo, ho was carried on a jewel
d
;;,v or or canopied couoh borne on the shoulders of fejor of his chi^f t. . Hi 3 foot naves'
touche. the bare earth* h’hen ho stopped dorr Ire \ hie litter., his guards dropi-od their
cloaks for him to walk on*
t
,
i .to every five days# What gay »av. .. . ho > * :•:_•:•.! Gold and silver end preciouc
*;oro sold for cacao boons, which * :.. instead of money. Dogs barked end turkeys
d. Children played sndroen and women talked . £?,• bits raid deer with frightened eyes
-oh were traded for fish or painted water ;k .o cr cooking pete. Stono owes were exchanged
for eggs or corn*
Although this happened many hundreds of a before tho white man came, we oan etill
find many traces of the Astees in. iJexioc. Car.sc of their old buildings are still there and
-era also find a great love for gay flowers r 1 beautiful silver jewelry and ornaments in .
Mexico
.c ' :sp. sjhi ,* vtii • •; ! c*r
.
-:?'> hoqq<Bte oii r*or"" -:'r.. : •
.
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;
'
s
:.
r
v,
;
. "'ole. etorioc of thd t ;hey found ir. the now ;v,.: :;ro Ion th©
•
'
. r.teo Indians# in i&xioa \,t- - r. to ' air ithen the 'too. - pro herr’ if!
gold the Indians had 'and o.Vt v ‘ V.\r beautiful buildings and
of r.oc « told young wsr moo ' tr.rtaa* get tc^thcv : :; 3V3i tMxo i-.nd : :*.:
r- soldiers end nailed to Kesico. Th. ’>*rxd 1? frightened the Indians by firing t«>oo
c .vinor.* The Indians **ere also .Crighfcsr^d :, tits hersen that, the Spaniard p tw^ They
hoi -
.
or soon horses before and thought they vioro strange beasts that r. ; * -.a; f o:&: v. o'
s’ho leader of the .&pte© jte&arvG Tflic runs ! a very riot chief neared did tot rant
; ,?r -hi i'orKiot so he tried to ueVit ir«< -Tv3i JV^VT?? 0*; offcjrit? tterat large gifts of go3.-^ > siIves
or^eicuv stones, This did act satisfy the Spe^ittvdr.. Vfhr -. they saw thee* things they
I'-hr-y i?.ore tnc-t. ever to take pussession r.h rich lard, The fofej^h :aary terrible
with the Spaniards byt filially 3 led* The %••: • : . .; -eba 5Jid began
rial the Astec. Indians and nettled in Mexico,
$2» people in Sfexioo live! for or-:. :-:• Vrtiro-r; yst-rt iro.d?r th« ram of Spain, i-.Vtsr
. o'..-;: Acrri'loan Evolution the people rf h?rh ir:t;l:i.:r.. to femefe awey from %o.f,r, s:at form s.rf
|
ir. country of their own*
is aw an importr ;.blio with a governsent vary usaoIs 3iS&? the
r rev: rsrr.ort of the united Strips* The ;r. ' .' \ : r; dry io the president just, as it is iv.
I vhs frirou states, ftexiso is divided i. .b. •. '. . t .:; t .: tut* at fritod -i't&tos i-is divided into
atate a.
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.... Ur Ii . ' ' ... jias is
.
•1 tilod roof. The tiles, also, sro mb a >»• • ••. . cf cley dyod red c::. baked in a kil&(ovca)
Floors bloc© everywhere* JSexican . l~rc ‘Jokers 3«ot as their Aztv . mo^stor;; did, and
v/axer., .runny days and cool nights of the tcz^porato plateau make the yarim;. beautiful*
5
. sombrero -is the mostinportsnfc part of i£r,ioo*s costume. In Spanish the word sseca?-
.:
7
;t; t!
. ng to give shade”, and a Mexico-., am#*;*'. •,; > certainly does give sha&o. The mid-day
:*
. strong, whether in the hot lan&r oi* V . cmatL, the temperate plateau, or the colt
,
..
. moiaat&iiia* But the sombrero keeps off rain as woll as ora* The ci.^vj ie waterproof,
trim is. useful as cn umbrella in the rniay season*
a and her mother do not wear 1 os. cy wear robosos 5.netead, black or bluo,
,.x'::‘nes brown or' purple. In church they c- 1 r * t rade with this 5hc.nl . Cn the
.*: 2 t 'r, they *6ar it gracefully ©round their shoulders,
Aurora wears dresses very Touch Ilk© hex- no h:r*s» She weare long, full skirts and
: ..r l blouses, or one~pieoe cotton dreecee# They raar many bright colors.
Mateo and Aurora go to a final?, white .jchoolhouco to 1 .am to read and write Spanish.
TT;sy alco learn arithmetic, geography, hirhory . nd civil government* Aurora learns to
.-;•
; nd embroider, to spin and weave, L h . ; 'c and cock it, to wash lani iron clothes.
:.
:
-'j Is turns howto plant, cultivs ,, mxd vegetables, grains, and fruit.
Ci> Garcia fam there arc- many animal: . favorite ie the donkey* Ho
t: :s good cars of his donkey « He also thk, :. orr: ef tho pigs on the fans. .Aurora
V:o!c3 after the chickens. She feeds ohm owr: dry.
'*
•> 3 • •; . a„ ,
'
C
— —
r . ,*.?
y
excited r * 81
P.ci'&rvw: ia the day of the Pot Show. n said Aurora* ;:Cuv padre, ti. ic Alve-ros",
;
to the sso st amusing pet, Chiqutit, y',, will aay iu itogliejM ’^ory had a
:. ; l^ah*. Everyons will laugh, one. C ’.\y ' .' o the prize.
*)
through Mb nose and twitch his long c*.. ; c. -one trill l&ug£ and he trill take the pv:‘ .*
l\\*y roa to toll their friends Cctnaa ’and £dd.vo.
"
.7 armadillo!” ezclaisied Carmen. ”Ho -.1? *:>3; ever or hie hack and eat a carrot held
E© will take the prise,”
'uy little kinhajeu (hooey hear) will 1
1
...
*
'
o'. . ,jI fire? the bagasr. I shall ::i .
r . He will peel rood oat tho bcsAne, Asi hie * .•» «’# "ill r;.* *. c - Ee
:
-:c the prlso,” said Pedro,
On the curb, as they talked, cat iirdli -nt, P effected Indian hey in cheep irasiln coat : , 1
tre* vro and badly frayed sombrero. His bi t: 1»1m-;. t vox*- very efidt He i?.-d r,o father fifed
;•.> v 72Q pet end no money with which to buy one. a &;nvor peso! “n..dl. hi® life
E v ir;uo had never possessed mere then a few cR-rh&rr*,
That night, while Aurora, Matoc, Pedro - - w.i dronood. abc-vt the Vet Shew, fc'rri ?.iar.o
- vesy sad and c cuffed not sleep.
In. the morning ho watched tho other* : > . u. rnho: )bo«?o with their pots. Ho ate hie
:
,'c ; at of dry tortillas and bonne and wort cut to a rocky billpide foaling v©ry tad?.y,
wuddonly Ho cs$r ecaethiag (trap. EMlitu’O' ; a tor., quickly he threw his csvhrero over
tho rcaothias that .jumped, and, roaohl p. v >y c < .* botwvfch, clasped hie herd, tightly
over s conthing small ex-si. round aod lively.
ilv2;i lR.agh*?:\ and ran quickly cuke. the; hill to the c c.hcol yard.
For uaddlit cvarything wua very dignif y 1. ftvu ti ingc began to go vfrong* First Mateo
led Cmvlitou out in front, of tfc$ utokoel perch. ?r stead oi* icing what ; • atoo turpscted, l:.fb:'. vg
** i •..:•! fciugiiifc through his no«
tui uo ids hack' on bite' judges* and lifting up both hind feat at one . Pad«?, the prieot,
in bis fat ctc&aeh* Everyone gasped. r&drc held his sugar raid liiii stomach * while ••lair.©
I. si
r
•
* o.*. : c v
• 5 *»[.•« iw f mrt • ». t* L* . &•;* ?••
."
.
•
'
.
i ’ .C - ' * •
*'
.
•
.
.
-
# r i v . •-> ; . . . .
w . .
,
'• i
i -
*
i '
-
(T
82Viagar tad
fsidro oarao forward next, hoping to win the prise* Kinkajou did not oven — find
.vnana in Pedro *8 pocket « Ha lAaped f: . . hi: owner »s shoulder to the shoulder of
.. I-s.Acho, the nayor, and pulled off the ivxyti * c tig hat and with it his black vig* Ho
dared to laugjh and ovoryon© tr’od Tory :uh to !xj polite*
s r.knd and lively on the top etdp i.:V n * ,
The judges looked and wailed, for nl 1 • ... * small, round boan. 5ot an
....•diiiary bean because this boon jumped .. . ur . : tirrn, then stopped, then jumped down
v, the lower stop and for a minuio lay quiet* 'gain it jumped down tc the next stop, hopped
lout -sory lively, lay quiot, and then hopped dovna to ;vr bottom stop
,
w hero it jumped and
and jumped while all the judg rd the children, little Ihviliano, laughed loudly
Milano* a pot was a Mexican jump!.-,, be; i t ho had feund on a cactus plant* Of
•v v.r .e, Emilieno and nil tho judges* 1 1 .. * : < : 1. ? that & Eoricasr jumping lean is
; v ; pet, Tho bean jumps because tlx- v . ; . r. ...4th lar» inside it that is trying to get out,
or, maybe, the boon, is trying to get 1; . Y . larva*
At any rate, Sailieao’s Jfeuio -r. j..
•
i,r a '..ad mtdo tho judges laugh* Ue won tho
silver peso and was the happiest child in t* • tows:.*
.At .last .Ssiliono* a turn core* JJ: • he judges* "Please, e s, H he said,
:
.y.y 1 exhibit my pott" h'Utft tho a* ? h .'O jrst .: ctkiv.g very small and
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Mjre then one hundred thirty-fiv< 3, a little Indian
.'nil-blooded iepotoe Indian parents in beautiful state of Casc.c:. In coUt:.?;
Mexico.
The baby boy v/as named Benito Juaros.
The father and mother of littlo Benito '. ore very poor, and oven bofore ho had
learned to talk, both had died, 'lie Indian uncles and aunts wore poor, also, (aid had
fe e
never boon to schools so when Benito was twelve years old, ho could neither read ncr
write. II& did not know one word of Spanish, which is tho language of all educated
1 oxioone. Benito Juarez aj.oko only Ms native Zaroteo Indian dialeot.
One day d prlost who lived in Catsea where Iwito vent ot church, realized that
here was a bright little boy who Ghould have the opportunity to gc to school. So
lie tool: Sonito Into his home to educate him.
lie became a lawyer and later governor of the state in which he v:ao bo.m. file
He did e greet deal for his people. They lovod him very much. He become president of
Mexico. The people of iiexico are vory proud of Benito Juarez. In one cf Mexico’s
beautiful parks there is a beautiful fountain nd statue to tho memory of
Ecnito Juarez, the Indian who became pi ociJent,
.,
'
j
<
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If you look at a snap of North Aaorioa
U: Vcti Stat/?n. It is the moet eouthorn country . in ail Worth America •
The people la Haxioo speak Spanish* Instead of “good iacraiag, 11 they oay
,
:**. instead of "many .
, t
^r&oia6r * i:^-cc
v.uy 8«y "«».i*>e
u
. In Morelco a dollar i3 called a peso and a $£Uv.W o.V.i.!ed a osnftnro.
Instead of calling tho sion "Mister" they call then “Sor.or*. 'inotoad of calling the vjorr.on
"Mrs.", they oall thora "Sonora". A young lady i.a not "Kiss", byt r!fccnorita n .
The tig trosai hats that she men snd boys 'tatO.i arc tilled ieuibreavo;} of -coring
coats they -near tig blanlcetc we? ttieit rkcvliors. Tho wokta tZii girls io aetr hate,
when they go out they w**r eher/ij U fjad the it.* c w o-'Iijrr or thrir hsais,
hiaxico City lathe capital e This city leiks, Ilk* our big city «s? li-\rc Torh. Th.? hounes
and buildings are much older than the fccutoo dhd buildings is oca* cs&rfcry* The 3tr?sti» arc
very old and not very wide. In the villages the houses are painted blue, pink or yellow.
In some parts of Mexico the wether is alv.ayc v-vy w.w-i. Ir; eth*:-;- p rt? there ftr?
high mountains and it is very cold. There is another part that has nice weather all year
round. In this psrt the H3^5 ;>;> jrooplo C : much framing*
We find throe kinds of people in Mexico. The first kind ara tho one:, -who live in the
cities. Thoy are Spanish people but they live the sa.ro as tjx> dr, Thny snsak Spanish and
ul«o JSngSAA. The second kind of people rro both Spanish and Indian. Wo are going to visit
such a family. Tho hstis of the family is Crrr/.i- . They speak Sptuieh and earn their living
by farming. The third kind is tho India, r. They ;*.ro the Artec Indians who were Iht first 1
people to live in Mexico, they tpc-iu; their live language and livi* in mud-collore! sdebc
houses. Wo ara going to le*m h<« mo of vu. i.* Indians became presidont of his country*
Lot ue take a make-bolie trip to Monies. If -u\ c*j by plana it rill cat tal.r very l?:ag.
We can get on a plan© in Ss* York ouo ncniing isoi l«xi in Xoxico the ttornieg cf tho wst day.
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*
ro to -fcaariea tliroe tine* but ho never vieitcd Ikncico. Tho pooplo v.-ho live in :
• this time wore a rod- skinned peoplo call d /c:tco Indian*. Y&en Co
name 'Indian o' to tho people h found in Jtaorica co when tho white men com©
. ?t©r Columubus end found red- okincod people in Kexioo ae veil ao Aaorica they called thee?
rod- skinned pooplo Indians too.
.cien tlis white mon ocznd to Mexico they found large cities that had beautiful palaces
8254 Pnrks thQt thQ ^teos had built. They also found beautiful decorations and jewelry
•
• :c.u »ho .Astoc* had mad© out of gold, silver and precious stones.
.
The man who ruled or«r tho A*tecs was called fJontosuma* He was very rich and had many
beautiful palaces, Around one of hie pdrecs vas e big prurk that was like a soo. It had
a * " k“nds bird® Rnd aainal ® in Aaothor one of hie palaces had a hundred bedrooms
and a hundred baths. Some of the palace walls wore of gold and silver filled with prsciouc
e-cones. .His clothes wore made of fine cloth trimmed with: precious stones. His c&ooss ware
med3 of gold. iih®n h© lift tho palace he was carried or. the shouldorc of four of his chiefs*
Bis fset n®ver touohed th® earth * »»» **© stepped doim, his chiefs put their cloaks on the
ground for him to walk on.
Once a week th© Astoos had market-day. On this day they brought to th© market tho
things they had grown in their garden or the things they had made to exchange for something
they ns-dod or to sell for cacao beans which they used for money. Everybody went to market.
dogs barked and turkeys gobbled. Children ployed and men and women talked. They all had
a very gay time,
ai haPP0!!0d
—V iwama of yews ego, long before tho white men caiae to Mexico
8TOn t: 'iSy *® een still find thingc in Mexico to remind us of tho Altec ladiaoc. Soma
01 vl‘ jr buildings era still there. Ce still find bmutiful gardens in Mexico end also
KUeh fancy jowolry that is just like tho gardens end jewolry the Asteca rede.
"£
'the thiugs they fie~; in '
r/.t- ;ho atordo a of the Artec Indian. 5 *o &rcu$tt to Spair.
; . ;;bcut all the gold the Xnrti&no hfiv. \\ c' vnvb their beautiful buildings and gwder.-, -y
to visit thie wonderful land and aone of th? gold.
One of these Spaniards^ a bold yotm? - .cja norod Oort^n. got together olram ahipa vf
: •.; hundred aoldiere and to IteKioc* ?>? Spccaier&a t2* Iidieab 'by £ii:.:\
one and cannon on them# The TruJiaae to:. «l-;c Vy the holies that the Sontlc a ' a
rein, They had nevor seen horse a before and thought they wore strange boaetc thc.t r:..
man and hr.If animal* '
The leader of the Arree Irdiniur r: o v .5 ; .' t*h cl iff tarred hcntcjrtaaa, did not v. rt
bhose men in Mexico so ho tvieAte ffotjd thrr, ' .
;
gf J
;
bhuai yreeeista of gold, silver c-.sd
orootoue stones, When the Spaniards swr ths?;e vrendt'Yfv.l things bfc*y wetted store than ever
..a take this rich laud for themflelvoe* Thr Aal.r.e vndiaas fought fi*r tbiir hcass ugainst
these Spaniards but vftton Monte«u»a, their 1 ?.d:r, r/si* Trilled, the S^a&i-trdi! uroa and oegsn.
to rule Keacico* After this many 'more Spauleh aw:i «-ic troasri to Mexico fro* S-poln* Shojy
aarriod the Arteo Indians and settled in States *
Tho people in Mexico were rulad ISrt .‘v: <m? tiro haaire-I years* ftiiea Jaitod St ; ;-.v.
I :’oke. .away flpcaa linglend in the Bovoluti r* ihr. the poople of deeided to break 3:*ay
from Spain, They did break wroy and siorfcrd q ooonts'y of their own,
Mexico ia now a very important cou.’tyv in "orth tnrrioa*, They h«re *.i president juct 00
to have and the country is divided into ;\. ; :• tvt no r>\iv% ?>e*
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*a» Qmux p/jsasr
ei traall laexiean Tillage Hire a boy and girl sunned Mateo and 'rrrc t'-ercd;;* ihair
1 . o .in Tory pretty* It is made of clay that is painted blue* The roof ic max : .: of red tile*
. io-rx * make the clay and tile by br.king ^v.d .ricks in ass oven,
% sister Aurora
he S3 • The weather is so warm that flowers easily in Mexico* All the people in io.U i
pleat rsxy beautiful flowers just as the Indians did long ego*
•her. Mato© and Aurora go to school they Ic-ara to reed end write Spanish# Aurora
xrl aloe learn how to cook end cow so th th. • can work at hoar#
c ..her boys loam how to help their father* bn the farn*
vVhen Mateo is working he -rears a big hat called c. sombrero to hx\p the sun out of his
c yon • Hie embrsro 1 b so big it can bo used as an umbrella when it reins*
Aurora dresses like hor mother in very bright clothes* She wears a shawl on her head
when ehe goes to church but she carries it on her shoulders in the street*
Mateo and Aurora have many animals on their f&m : SSateo takes care of the donkey
endthe pigs* Aurora feedo th® chickens*
is
;Ur >in yp t ." c/ •..•...•-:;S lit •.
-r.rf /La •oe£x&& 8Jt vX tat. - ; ;;g ;' ; . .
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-00 aral Aurora were getting vc d
t' 3 schec? house with the padre* the acheolmr /.tor, and the mayor act:l 5* Tho child,
iv..v'..:g the funniest pet .le going tc be given 5. prise of one peso*
As iurore locked at her parrot she said, ::(;hi^.vi.to* agr little parrot *:..y in j-crglieh*
- : :.y had a little lamb." iVeryone will laugh, and Chiquita will take the prissy’
%
.‘/-•:1c, ‘’JO, please- 4 my ©ister, my little Carlitos will sing through his nose and wiggle :
lo: g ears; everyone will leugh end ho will take the prise*
the seme time their two little fricMs Carmen and Pedro were getting their pete ready
1 110 Gh<Wf to°* Canaan’s pet is an armadillo who can roll over on hie back and c ?.t c
*
cc rrct that he holds in his claws. Ceimcn thinks her pet will be the funniest. Pedro’s pet
is * honay bQ *r who loa8cs very funny when he takes a banana cut of Pedro’s pocket, then sits up,
pools the bane.aa and eats it. Pedro thinks his honey boor will take the price.
As the children wore thinking of tho happy time they were going to have at the pet she
a pool* lit jlo Indian boy sat by the side of tho street feeling very sad* E&iliano had no father
and no mother, no pet and no money to buy ho rlno of one silver peso seemed wonderful
A00 *-’ iSalfano* He had, never had mono than a fe ; centavos in all his life.
nlion h.niliano sew the children bring their pet ; to the school-house ho went away up on a
Mil so that no on© could see how badly 0
he frets walking along he saw. something
.
. too r.
over the something that jumped — hen ho put hi srory carefully under his hat and picked
r h.p /mall ana round end lively.
y°w Vfeiliono ’»*<* a pot for the pet show co h laughtd to himself and ran down m
M to© school-house.
"c - '-rGo t*.,i pec show wont along very nicely, but soon things began to go wrong* Rhea
,iateo lot his pot donkey out in front of tho judges he did not lire up his head* sing through
lie no 3e and wiggle hi* ears* He turned hie bock on the judges end lifting up both hind fee
11 shocked end. Mateo
I
ad to load hio bad donkey away#
Xhan Aurora nought her parrot to tho judges stand. She talked very softly to her pet
16 5 carried him on her finger. 3ut the parrot did not say "Mary had a Irb-tle lamb,” in
A.Si:Uh, she screamed loudly and pulled a button off tho school-master »s coat.
.
, . V)d;.-o
'
- :» .. .0 be,.:y t fc • *
.
r. : k '* ,‘ftttia hidinn oy »; by tlv ei< 3 eft'. : tu . - fooll.
.g 'very bed. 1 alia i
: . .v . . >;v.r • h „ .
. * ..’ho price of one ailvor.peso eoensd
. ooni&vbs in all.hie lire,
dasao saw the ohildi*®^ orifchg ... ....
<r
V’h . ...
•k> that so on© could see how badly he fait*
A© he pea v:al>lng along he car. j ip . He boo tixi quickly thrsw his ecmbj
;• scathing that josjgsd'*- the;* I. put. his hand wry carefully under Ms hat cn : pick;:
•
iiiano h’aci ‘a net for. the., pi , . ; ' cd to hisiself fend ran down the hill '
to the school- house..- ,
>:b first the pet shew want alo?ig yery cc.jy, out-; soc$- to go ^roag. Vj.-c
pot &< bhir out in freak of ' h ;; . Y? did sot .lift up his
r
and wiggle hi© bars# He°turned his beck bn the judges ©pdeXiftS > both hi ..'net
ti /ncs, h® kicked the padre right in the etcaach. ffhe people w&ra all shocked sad Mato©
had to load his bad donkey away*
'Che: .-. Aurora brought her parrot to the judges stand# Shu talked very softly to her 7. at
jls : carried Ms 03 |ie^ finger# Bat
-tfc© parrot ' did aot say {,&ary had a llt*»tle laiab s n in
'Yplish, she screamed loudly and pulled * button off the school-master*© coat*
.5
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c 01 cuirleu up like e big hallo
- live •* s Lcue-y boar »tis ©yen worse . Ho die -iot ©van try to find the banana ia j?e.*.sy. 7 s
>:h. * 3s. yuKpedtv I*edPO # K shoulder and i'Jkex* on to the mayor * b shoulder and pulled off
the ibyor'a hat*,
Afc last Saiillo7iC c s turn cam?* h* put &oh*&thing very email and round and lively
•x. th-3 top atop in frost of the judges they ©a&iled boc&aee what they sesr was a small
:;•• vid been*. This bean jompod 4ea two or three class stopped — then juiapod dovaa
’:••> no:r,t stop -Jnd lay quiet, i&ain it juaped -cno or three times «— stopped — td.or.
: p'id. dost. tc the ssict step. It did this ufttl J it reachedthe bottom where it jumped
./d Jimpud ail about • i’he fudges and children laughed so herd at End llano* s pet that
i i
.2 re* ?ivod the prise of a sliver poeo*
dfriiliaiio’s pub was a itexioan eaaao
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ah imdi.h a?:o-
Long b ifora your grandmother was born, c. little Indian boy was bcr . in southwestern
:c ;ico, Hie acme was Sorito Jutrcg*
Senito W8 a very poor little boy, ; .d loomodto talk both his father and
mother died* His Indian uncles and wants .ere rry poor too and had never been to school,
w. ••vas s. boy cf twelve y* ' :d ‘ k road or write, 'vhe pc : -5 if,
i ? anico spoke Spanish but Benito did not know or.o word of Spanish* All that ho could ape.'ik
was his own Indian language*
Even though Benito did not go to school he wso a very bright boy* A priest who lived
in the term whore Benito went to churoh t:*' that ho w&3 a very bright boy. Tho priest
thought that Benito should go to school t > h:
'
‘.v'to into his home and taught him
how to read and writ© Spanish*
Benito worked very hard and became a leader of the Mexican people. They liked him
so much that they mad© him governor of tho state in which ho was born. Bonito did not
like fighting 00 ho worked hard to keep his people out of war* He was such a good loader
th. ;t tho Mexican people made him president of tlieir country end when ho died they built
e. statue in his honor in one of the most beautiful pork3 in Mexico City*
J
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Vs.l :-';&tea is a country 1a Itorth - . • Is a cour;' ' . ricr too.
. V. ; ie south of United States.
!• iatos wo ep«ak Slrg3..liat f
: jrile epcel: Spanish beceuce fat yourli . he o* .is to live in Mexico cam© fi»oni Spc.-ii
.
Tho ssn end boys wear big Ketb to keep the av.r out of thoir eyes
.
?;r.s hatr are celled 30?abreror. Tfc* J#?a ord \rnye do not woer coats,
7 7c-.v.r big blankets. The women end p t rlc do not wc r r 1 ate# They wear
r' ./] s on their heads#
The cities in Mexico look likn the cV.'Ue in Crdted £t; L r. Sara© of th© cltiss cro
n *
very old, ranch older than tho cities in United Stater. T'onct;V.ac s the houses e,r®
sainted blue, pink or yollow#
Zn most of Mexico it ie very vwtrra# In f is ;vrh of : hrlco there rro many ferns.
: r.r© scene nountalns in Mexico, It is ioV r : I l\ i\ . or: t; ' c nojn
i
i. (.ii r
«
Oil© of th© people who lire ia He ico i rc ryaiiirh real;, Somo are Spanish and Indian
e.ud ear;© era Indian# Th© Indian poopIs f.c . etc© Isdi :cc, They vero the first people
t > live in iaoxico,
Mexico i8 not for froa ue, If r;e go !,»/ vo viz r o in ono day and on© night.
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Portplo van living in Mexico bc.ro?:: •! : c: o, 'I.. if Cp . .i L :.f.co
r . is V ra '*allod /rtcco. Co' .
t T; r Columbus wont to Mexico. The .st r- 1 jiV d th© people Coliv. . ? e.-X'.od I.adi-rns
i 7 ; nkitc r.en whe -wont to Mexico crllr the /ctoo IncU^utt tpo
•
y, . white non found big cities . xe cities had ;
rlcc. The /xt~cc had made theca cities. The white son also found beautiful jewolry rrJo
oe- of §il‘.r§r and gold* The Astoos mado the Jc.v l;"* by haasa#
Th© ruler of the Astoos tms odllcd M<s tesufia, He vrao voru rich end had many beautiful
palaces. One of hi o palaces had a big park around it, Thlo park was like a *oo. It had
ell kinds of birds and anfenals in it, Anvr o;v; of hie palaces h».*d n hundred bedrooms
ar.d a hundred bathe. The .palace nails vara nc-io of gold mi silver, fkmfcczuar. had shoes
made of gold.
Every weak the Aztecs went to market, Qsk ;.iarhot-da/ uhoy brought '.klag< to anil.
Soiii? of tikaa brought corn or beans to sell, T' oy >.:aod cacso baaac for money
fov.s of them brought things thoy had uade to aoJ.l for ow cacao beans,
Everybody Trent to Market# Doga barks . t -rkeys gobbled, Chiliras* plsyoci ..,.ird iTfeii
and women bulksd, They ail had a good t.l.-a.
The Aztecs ruled Mexico hundreds of y •?:• . the white jujci eesao.
In "V-ny pleura in Mexico wo can son t . t 7 • fat :co Lihdo t ifo can aloe find
occe / ofcso Indians still theru »*ut 7. ,• * •• / 7. .. i\;c* now.’.
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After Cr> ' . ' ur e r.c to America etk r v.l
i
. back hem© and told stories of the thinj
i
'•
c nnd all thoir gold and eilv :•
id about the Astec Indiana arc! t 17.
7 ’.co end get. scan© of the gold end eilve
?n. of those Spaniards ivae Oort a. Cc :*
oldi . . Tho Spanish cojdi
c; : oon on then. The Spanish soldiere alco f
theif cities on horses* Tho Astecs had not
•
. o to tearice# Ti-eCt* n£fi
v., v . r,». j.Q «jpe^n<i vdie& the Spanish
ir gold end cllver* they nanted to come
t . c . c to ' crico vdth eleven chips end
frig rb-: red the . isbecs by firing guts end
rights tho fstecs by riding through
coon any horses before# They did not fano.v
...v. .• ,
i'jQx feesusra, the ruler of the Astecc, did : t .At th;
lie tried tc send then hone by giving then gol d s:*.lv:> .
;
.
gold end silver they wanted more# The :ct:- c I
tried to send then awy. The Spaniards kill'. ; •- ; ‘
.
Sre.niards in Mexico*
'.'.lien the Spaniards
a: i
.
ght the f'psuderds and
h;r Monte sumo. rrac killed
the Spaniards on# fter that the Spaniards n It ; I'erico# They broug , r .
c.nd iromsr, from Spain to live in Mexico.
The Spaniards ruled Mexico for tsro burbrr } y.. *. . Then the people in Mexico
f .r i against Spain again# This time the . :!c peo >n# Sow Mexico is
a c -try by itself like the United Stct« ; .
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The Garcia Faraily.
sjiic.l Cana In Mouioo live a ..boy and -Ji.-l . Sht Wy io J&tao ‘ ; i'c . ..
tore:.*. They Ui» in a pretty house. The house is rxde of clay and
is p^atod
?09g is r,u\c of red tile. The
!' o.<- is.*® tho clay sad tile-, by theirs inad b*
,; , the house very pretty the; have flMore pleated around the bouts .
.
;,orc ^:.teo-end Aurora live. It is so trum they can grow flowers
afcwst rtU ys
(•.
•
'. f it Clowe rc ^uet as the Indi?*..;: did long &S°«
. anu Aurora go to school. At school they Ir-um to road and write.
They learn
.
.
. r ; , spshlfib. Aurora alee leorrx hex t and eet. She wants
to bo
' fa.r aothor at hceae. Jiatoo losxtnu
' or.: ^ help is ffthor on the fare*
vjfc^n Kateo is wording on the ferfc th* !; v ry *«ri-ht. TO keep the sun
cat of
crs ft big' hat. This big hat*' ic cal :
" use his sombrero like an
1:. .Then it rains*
Aru-orc, dreebos like her mother. She likea era sees iawo of bright
colors. Ahen cho
,*
. church she e'hars a shawl, on her hoed*
-too and Aurora hew r.rny enlmalc oa their feta, Imteo **e. owe of the doacey
a: i tho pigs. Aurora foods the chickens.
S:
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leo nr 1 Sure •."•a arc going to a pot
.rough hi 8 nose and wigglo hia long e* . -iroro's arret con nay M;t :.y <1 e. little
. Tho ..ot that is tho funniest is going to win fcho prise. The prize is one peco.
Two friends of iuateo end Aurora are going tc have pots in tho pot show, too. Their
friends arc Carmen and iodro. Conaon^ pat ?.s an armadillo. This armadillo can roll ever
his back end eat a carrot held in his clows, fedro's pet is a honey boar. The honey
boar looks very funny when he toko3 a banana out of Pedro* e pocket and oats it. Eaoh
c .11 ’ thinks his pot is tho funniest*
The children are very happy thinking about the fun they arc going to have at the
pet show, to they take thoir pet* to the pot shew they walk by a poor little Indian boy
who g not hap. y. Tho Indian bey ie j&sillano, Ho is net happy becauso ho has no pot
for tho pet show. Emilioro is very poor. lie dcoc rt t hav: a father or a mother, a pet
for the pot show, or money to buy a pot. The p;\* so of ono peso socme v.ry big to Emiliano.
31nilic.no does not want people to so hov: unhappy ho is. He goes away up on a hill for
/
a walk, to hs is walking along, he boob something jump. Ho very carefully put it in his hat
and ran down tho hill to the pot shot/.
Tho pot show Is not going along well. hen Hc-.too brouglvb his donkey out he did not
sing through his nose and wiggle his ears. Ho turned his back on the people at the pet show
-&d a men right in the stomach, .lien : . r 'ra brought her parrot out, the parrot did not
iay "Lary had a littlo lamb’ 1
,
sho shouted ar;1 screened and node a lot of noiGe. Cannon's
armadillo did not roll over on his back, he era-, led into his hard sholl and stayed there.
Podre ' s honey boar just jumped on ledro's cho »ldor and pullod off a man's hat.
Bmiliano brought his net next. Ho put the thir.g ho had in his hat on the ctop. Hie pet
was small and round and lively. It was a snail round boon. This bean junpediwo or three
times —• stopped — then junpod down to tho next stop. Again it jumped two or three tines —
stop, od — then jumped down to tho next step, .then it had junpedto tho bottom it jumped and
jumped all o.bout. The people at the pet show laughed ao hard at Hmilitr.o' s pet that he
got the prize of ono
,
000 . 5mlliano'o pet was a Mexican jumping bdan.
!%
*
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rap-\-
-ago a little Indian bey - .* o, lia n«a» w.o BsnHc J..: roc,
. i.rn.vncles and aunts wore vry poor toe?, "hey had not fcc-on to school, Benito did
jc school he cause he had to go to 7 or! . The eople in Mexico spoke Spanish V:t
Bor,.i'o could not speak Spanish* All that, he could fpeak was the Indian language*
Benito was. a very good bpy, He was ftloo ~ ry bright, 1 priest in his torm thought
ito v.as 0. bright boy, H© thought h. school, Bo took Benito into
!."!
- and fuglrfc him hertr to read end ' • 1
Bcuito orked very hard. He became a 1* r iC »;i..
;
corlc. They lifcod him so well
t thoy jnado him governor of his stato, ’’or people got tc Jmew and love Benito so
1
made him president of their country. V’a.. - died thoy built c. statue for him
in one of the beautiful parks in Mexico City,
.1
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MEXICAN TEST I. (IMMEDIATE RECALL)
FOR THE BRIGHT GROUP

Check© iip 1 iiCKiCO
100
1 .
Choose the right word £ro?:i the list help ind fill is:, the blanks.
1. Before the white non cone tc Ho: ico the people who lived there wore
2. The white me: found many beautiful in ftexico ,
3« The Astocs mad-' ornaments and jewelry from . —- and
4 . —
~
—
— was the ruler of the As toes.
£. The Astecs brought tho things they hacl to soil to
r ilgrims market Coiuinbus
cities Arises gold
pottery tewn pentosum
Drav/ a circle around tho right word.
1. The people v wanted to coins to liaxioc wore Kjaglieh Dutch Spanish.
2. They wanted to comp for : :• h i s gold and silver to explore
3. Tho loader of the Spaniards was Cortes Columbus Mmtszuma.
4* The Spaniards won because Honteauraa was tired killed out of gold.
president king
silver
diamonds
5 The herd of the Mexican government is the chief

101
Prow a line jirora the word or*
Sunny days and cool re.;;, ta
3. gc nbroro t/1 worn ever the he id
* coicthin; t: ;ive shade
• rad tile
cold high aountain
ririts the Aasw-sr .undor the question.
1 , In vd .t country .do i&teo end /ixorr. li* .
'
•: direction is t. h, count ;
.. .
.hat kind of weather do f. .
•
;
. u’ftat doos their father do for 15.'. i g?
0. 5 animals ho has*
. At the pst shov; whose pot won the prire?
7. .iht t was the prise?
8. what was the pet?
9. hy did it win tho prise?
10. .ho ir donito Juercs?
V
,1
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«?ill 5
" '
.Choso Indians hod "built beav.w ...
.
; v/a g'-.s tvl o • • U :•*
nil r
Clioos© the right words at th© end ......
t
...
Th©.1 nan who brought th© i.’: - .o lortcc CoIvr.bus »:oritesuna
the Spaniards bocane the rule
•j. &oxicc brake away frc.r. apafc* 1 ? head of the country Is tho
; ro si lost king chief
•

c# 104
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:
‘"l 1.
vt; . > l
a
"•
ft ft* hv”
rsd
v.iarvi;.-. x; ;• £.n to?/
r 3 , r„.w Ku-iCr^t
a shesrl worn avar the head
4 .
/^.swer updar tfe© question*
?
/ b i•• i ]
'
ire ii; this cc .-.art:;*/ iroa't rc.?-
,. fthat; &l&d of Panther do they ha.?«>?
t does their father do fo3
4 hat uttj&Xs do they
:ho had the fun
did ' /; get for a prise?
.
-tiet was his pet?
the chi! team in 'school?
-
' i J: It? t ' ,:•
fV
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MEXICAN TEST I. (IMMEDIATE RECALL)
FOR THE SLOW GROUP
,
.
r>v,«*-v
y t — .tndionc * ived in Mexico.
J“ .
-••
— ;10J3 ccuaa to l*exico *
::d uuch «••••** and •—
7 .3 rul&r of the Asteoa iras
. j -.; jr; brought tc tv <1*
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com
8
.
;i t s circle sround the right word*
%, Tv vhito men who came to Mexico vrer
. ?ho 'shita non sror© looking for
i:, . She locf.T.ir of the Spaniards ms
. . ?jhen Montem vms killed the ( i:v•
‘ The Spanish ruled Msxtdo for (t ' ur. ;•
’T^Iieh Dutch Spanish
rxe.v Keanes gold and silver fish
Cortes Cfoluahu a Meetsma
,
-.hitch Spanish ) ruled Mexico
.
this?® a thousand } years#
%*3
'•
•
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-on orA boya wear
•rcfflen ywd girls wear
rVfciea in Afoxieo
can go tc Mexico
if ' c '.o r ;!.
bi^ ’uit,* called somibroroe
wooden oh.ee o
f5hc,wl* on. needo
are Very old
4 .
v
j
:
. tbo ©newer uads-r^ gus*v'-ior»
3U *?bero do Mateo «n& Aurora Ixvcl
2« Whet does their father do?
So "What do the boys do?
4* YVh&t doss Aurora do?
5, VShat do they grew on thoir for.-;?
amt eni>-.&ls do they ha-rr?
pet won at thepot shew? .
fifty did it vrin?
9* Whet was the prise?
10, What was Benito caaree?
,*•
{
MEXICAN TEST I. a. (DELAYED RECALL)
FOR THE BRIGHT GROUP

Cl; '30 tl*j right word fro- kho list ".clow and fill in the blanks.
1. ihe white rson found many boautihil — in Mexico*
2* Before the white non cans to &.:• i o t/.o j ople who livod there wore
3. Tho ruler of the Aztocs v/a3 —
4. The Aztoco brought the things they hed to sell to
5. Tho Aztoco nado ornaments and jewelry out of -— and
silver pottery Montezuma Columbus
Kcosevolt cities Aztecs silk
town gold oiti©3
(
2 .
Draw & circle around the right word,
1. The white men came to Mexico for new hones gold and silver to explore
2, Tho first white people to con: to Mexico wore the English Dutch Spanish
3* Tho head of the Mexican goverrae.'t ictho president king chief
4, The loader of tho Spaniards vras Cortes Columbus Montezuma
5, The Spaniards won bao&uae Monte:: ..::;. tired killed out of gold
..
2. r,oobrcro
c, ariobe
4 . reboso
5, roof
'rite the answer under the question
1, ,ih0 ie Benito Juarea*?
2 « .Vhat direction Is Mexico fran no'?
5. what was tho prise at tho pot show?
4. ;Vho won tho prise?
6. why did it win?
6. rthat was tee pat?
7. what kind of weather do they hevo ir. iler.lco?
8* .Vhcro do 3datsc and Aurora live?
9. »Vhat dooa their father do for a living?
1C* T.zxz 3 finimals that Satis and Aurora tuks care of.
a largo blanket
rel tile
e; -I worn orer the head
ouzmy days end cool nights
r. id brides dried in tho sun
cold high nountaine
atfinothing to give shade
4.

MEXICAN TEST I. a. (DELAYED RECALL)
FOR THE AVERAGE GROUP

’ill in tlv blank® with tho wordr et* i‘>- V btci*
. . Tho white non found Jctyo ? ty : < »-• — rrvl »*«•— when they come to Mexico.
.
«*—
-< Indians lived in Mexico v/hos tho v/hito rjen cane.
* Their ruler was
4. Everybody v/eat to --— to sell tho things they node.
“j# Tho white men found hoe.utiful — * that t he detooa had built.
silver gold Pilgrims cities^
hontesuna town pottery
ColumbuB market -Astoos
2
.
Choose the right word a at tho end of fecch eontenco.
1. Tho head of Mexico is tho presll nt hl:g chief.
2. -.'hit© non ceoo to Mo.ico for new h':noo geld and silver to build churches
2. Tho first v/hito non to oaao to Uexioo wore English Dutch Spanish
4. The leader of the white mon wa» Cortes Columbus Montesuma.
5. The Spaniards became tho ruldrs of Eor.ioo when Liontosuma was tired killed sick.
*.
.
• 11.-.© froa. the word on the 1 it to the v:or 2 <:i the rlv.
a shc.vl v/orn over the head
2. -
5.
.
made by baking mud bricks
4. a dollar
6. sombrero a lerre blanket
Xengnajre rpokon ir VrxJ.co
113
it.
rod tile
4,
.•rib© tho answer under the question*
1 . ho \va3 Benito Juareo?
2 * .'hat do the Mexican children loom in 0011001?
3 * tvhich pot vran tho prise?
4* '.that was the prise?
6 . hho had the funniest pot ct thw pet sfhcrrl
6 * .ihat kind of vreethor do they h. 'n karioo?
7* .ihcre is Static© fr-nis us?
8* .there do jjatoo and Aurora live?
0® .ihttt does their fatfc.nr io for s living?
* Ham© 3 animals thoy have*10
a
—
MEXICAN TEST I. a. (DELAYED RECALL)
FOR THE SLOW GROUP

<»*»**»* T7h >
.
.
rr.oy. cems to MssriLeo.
..' v.ir^ Ia^ic -
*
* Th ••: *^c non found awcfc *—* In -tasioo*
.. ; ; '?.v©c/3 brought ———- bo *> . .1,
,
' ruler of the iUttccr: was
Told
C llK-jbU©
siltrsr
whit©
cities
1- ilgrlraa
itontejcum
/.CtC OR
corn
Drew ft circle wound the rl^ht vor* .
1. The loader of th© Spanierdt v: . C:>;vt~ *• Montezuma.*
2, Th© white men who cane to x ; co ' iah Dutch Spanish
5 * Tha Spanish ruled Mexico for > .. .
.
t!»roo a thousand) years-.
The whito ;xa o«a® to HfGici.C' 1 for now hcKC2 gold and ailwr fioh
5, VShoa 1/ontr-KUKa. wae killed tin. (K Dutch Spanish) ruled SSojs&cc.
*.
• ' W *:•' J ice
;r. • .
’
’ the pooplo ttpatik
:
'
'
:> in $.i<S3Ci©0
T»® t'-in end kayti wear
- : ii>o v*,vr'nn and g&rls wear
v-, ox « a.-y end one night *
wooden ohoo 6
pro w?y old
OJpaniah
>'*, called isi-nhroros*
jfi &
fehssvs rrr thfir heads#
answer under the question.
1. Vdiieh pat won at the pot show?
< » viho.fc was the prise?
. ,
.'.'•-y did it ‘idn?
d* who -ans Sonito Juares?
U. Where do £!ateo and Aurora live?
6 . Kliat doee their father do?
?» Vdiat do the Voye do?
B. what Cose Aurora do?
’.V* Khet do they grew on their fersrt?
.
hut ruined, s do they have?
. :
;•
.
:•?
'
id# .j s r;o.tv ;!
.
":
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